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IN'JIHODUC'JIION 
She prodaction, prooeaslug, and distribotion of food-
staffs have always been of primary importance to the human 
race. Of the three main classes of foods, proteins and 
fats are asaally much less available than carbohydrates 
as shown by their relative prices* 
Soybeans have been an important source of protein 
and oil for thousands of years* Xhey mast have been grown 
in the Orient long before the Chinese emperor, Shen Hung 
mentioned them in a materia medica, "Ben !Esap Gang Ma", 
in 2636 B*G* (29) (27)* Soybean oil was first imported into 
Horth America about 1900 by manufacturers of soap and 
paint* Domestic production of soybeans Increased slowly 
so that although the United States consumed large quanti­
ties of oil daring World War I, practically all of it was 
imported. Because of the relatively poor quality of much 
of this oil, usage dropped markedly after 1920 (l)* 
Beginning shortly after 1924, when 5,000,000 bushels of 
soybeans and 1,000,000 pounds of oil were produced, the 
industry expanded so rapidly that in 1944 production 
reached 190,000,000 bushels and 1,240,000,000 pounds of 
oil (2), In world production of soybeans today the 
United States and Manchuria lead all other countries. 
with the United States far exoelling in prodaotion of 
soybean oil. Illinois,, Iowa,, and Indiana in that order 
are the leading soybean prodaoing states*. Xhe great de­
velopment of the orop in the corn belt has been aided 
by the discovery of high yielding varieties, the ease 
with which the crop can be grown, its beneficial effect 
apon farm land, and its resistance to droaght. Shese 
factors have enabled it in many cases to be a more pro­
fitable crop than oats in crop rotation* A major reason 
for the rapid increase in soybean prodaction has been the 
great demand in America for fats and proteins, especially 
in times of war.: 
Since 1936, from 86 to 96 per cent of the soybean 
oil prodaced in the United States has been used in edible 
products, being consamed mainly as shortening,, oleomargarine, 
and various cooking, frying^ and salad oils* She essential 
role of fats in nutrition is well discussed by Bailey (9)* 
As an edible oil, soybean oil has the desirable character-
istics of low bleaching costs, whiter products, good 
consistency behavior, and good resistance to rancidity, 
but it id handicapped by poor flavor stability (l)t A 
solution to the problem of flavor reversion, which is being 
studied intensively (8) (33) (24) (35) (50) (67), will 
greatly iid soybean oil in meeting future competition 
from'palm, coconut, and other imported oils, 'ihe amount 
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of Boybean oil ased in paints and resins shoald increase 
as methods, such as that of the Kellog Company (91), 
for prodaoing faster drying fractions are introdaced. 
Over 95 per cent of the soybean meal is consamed aa 
high protein livestock feed (^'J^T^ost of the remainder 
of the oil-free meal is used in the manafactare of water­
proof glae for plywood and as an adhesive for wallpaper* 
Purified soybean protein is ased in large amounts for 
sizing and ooatizig paper, in the manafactare of water 
solable paints, and in fire extinguisher mixtures* One 
of the most interesting ases of soybean protein is as a 
source of textile fibers, a process which is now in 
pilot plant production (27 )• Only a small percentage of 
the meal is used in plastics, although a considerable 
amount of research has been done to increase the use of 
meal for this purpose (71} (105)* 
Oil may be removed from soybeans either by st^oeezing 
it out by the application of pressure or by dissolving it 
out with solvents. Of the 11 pounds of oil in a bushel 
of soybeans, presaing methods remove 8*8 pounds while 
solvent extraction systems remove 10«6 pounds, or 20*5 per 
cent more. Since crude soybean oil sells for about five 
times aa much aa soybean meal, the advantage of solvent 
extraction (assaming eg[ual processing costs} is obvioaa. 
A characteristic of soybeans greatly aiding the solvent 
-4» 
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extract ion of the oil is their ability to be rolled into 
thin, firm, easily esitracted flakes* 
Most solvent plants now in operation ase hexane aa 
the solvent* l?his solvent is so inflajnmable that elaborate 
safety preoaations {24} (85) and skilled personnel are 
required to operate the plants; therefore they can be 
used only in large soale (50 tons a day or more) installa­
tions and even then at oonsiderable risk. The faot that 
there is a great need for an efficient, small-soale sol­
vent extraction system has long been realized* i4t first 
the use of hexane in small plants v/as considered (106) 
(107), but because of the inflammability of the solvent 
such plants were never v/idely adopted. 
She Chemical Ihgineering i)epartment at Iowa State 
College has been studying solvent extraction of soybeans 
for over 15 years. Trichloroethylene has been found to 
be the most suitable solvent from the standpoint of coat, 
non-corrosiveness, low solubility in water, low boiling 
point, and non-inflammability. In 1936 work supported 
by the du Pont Company was started at Iowa State College 
for the purpose of developing a small-scale plant using 
trichloroethylene as the solvent. A pilot plant v/as 
developed having a capacity of one ton of soybeans per 
(24 hour) day (63) (68). The flaked beans were carried 
through the extractor with a screw conveyer. Work on this 
type of plant was taken over by the Detrez corporation, 
which now has a few small installations in Indiana and 
Ohio (2) (41) (42). 
li^fioient coanteroarrent extraction in an extractor 
using a screw conveyor is hindered by the fact that the 
conveyor will not ran full of flakes causing part of the 
solvent to short circait some of the flakes. SSome of 
the solvent also short cicatx&jis between the screw and the 
casing* Another disadvantage of the screw conveyor is the 
large amoant of fines obtained* 
In the sumiiier of 1941 work was started ab Iowa State 
College on a pilot plant for extracting soybean oil with 
non-inflaminable solvents using a Hedler chain conveyor 
for carrying the soybean flakes through the solvent* 
-7he flakes almost completed a loop as they ware carried 
without agitation through the solvent, up through a 
drainage section, and through a section of drier* 'Xhe 
pilot plant operated very satisfactorily and furnished 
data for the design and construction of a commercial plant 
at Plainfield, Iowa, owned by J* Hoauh i^ons, now processing 
15 tons of soybeans a day* Shis plant is believed to be 
the most satisfactory small-scale soybean processing plant 
now available. Certain problems worked out in connection 
with thia plant are presented in this thesis. 
-6-
EISICOHIOA.! 
Prooeasing Methods 
Preasing methods* 
The origin of the first oil presses is lost in 
antiqaity* Decidedly primitive presses are still ased in 
parts of the Orient today* In the United States soybeans 
at first were processed mainly in the South in cottonseed 
presses. She first mill to prodaoe oil and meal from 
beans grown in America was a cottonseed oil mill, asing 
hydraalio presses, at ^izabeth City, in 1915 (37)» 
In the United States today only a small percentage of the 
beans are processed in hydraulic presses, where pressures 
of about 4,000 pounds per sq.nare inch give a calce con­
taining 6 or 7 per cent oil. 
Modern ezpeller plants handle more than 70 per cent 
of the beans processed in the United States. The ex-
pellers are continuous and remove more oil than hydraulic 
presses, using pressures up to ten tons per square inch (9) 
to produce a cake containing 4 to 5 per cent oil. De­
scriptions of the commonly used I'rench and Anderson 
ezpellers are given by Hartley and &oss, who also list 
-7-
the manufaotarers of other ooutlnaous presses (72)* 
Solvent extraotlon systems 
The fact that oil oan be dissolved from seeds has 
long been known* In 1788, the famoas Swedish chemist, 
Jkeberg, graduating from the University of Upsala, 
presented a thesis on "Oils liktraoted from Seeds'* (115)* 
The first patent for the extraction of oil from oil-
bearing materials by the use of volatile solvents was 
issued in B'ranoe in 1855 to i^eisa, who used oarbon bi­
sulfide (24). Continuous solvent extraction using hydro­
carbon solvents was pioneered in Germany, where the 
Elldebrandt and the Bollman, or Hanaa-MUhle, extractors 
were developed. The trend in America is toward continuous 
solvent extraction of soybeans for reasons which have 
been repeatedly pointed out (14) (27) (77) (92) (106). 
This trend is shown by the following comparison of the 
per cent of total beans processed (51). 
ixpeller Solvent Hydraulic 
1936 68.5 13.2 18.5 (sic.) 
1939 74.4 20.2 5.4 
1947* 71.6 ' 25.9 2.5 
Among the most widely used systems in the United 
States are the Bonotto (17) (20) (23), the Allis-Chalmers 
"^Compiled from: American Soybean Association. Soybean 
blue book. Hudson, Iowa. 1947. 
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extraotor, and the 7* Z). Anderson Company extractor (3), 
all of which are g.ulte similar. Early installations 
inolQded many Bollman and Hildebrandt extractors* Do-
scription of all these extractors and many others are given 
by Goss (51) (5S), by Markley and Ooss (72), and by 
Bailey (9). A bibliography on the solvent extraction of 
soybeans is given by Beckel (11)* Among the patents 
dealing with soybean extraction not listed by Beakel are 
the following: {16J (19) (38) (39) (43) (45) (56) (67) 
(69) (82) (86) (97) (100) (109) (110) (116). 
Xhe iS'ord Motor Company has developed an extraction 
system designed for community ase aeing hexane, but the 
only installations to date have been made by the ii'ord 
Motor Company (S) (61). 'J?he main reason for the lack of 
popularity of the i'ord system is the fire and explosion 
hazard contributed by the solvent. With this fact in 
mind iCircher (63), McCracken (68), and others working at 
Iowa State College in 1937 and 1938 successfully adapted 
the screw-type conveyor used by ford to a system using 
high density, non-inflammable triohloroethylene. 
McCracken and the JDetrex Corporation continued this work 
and now have an installation at iDanville, Indiana, with a 
capacity of 25 tons a day (2). 
Solvents with a gravity greater than that of soybeans, 
1.23, cannot be used in the column-type Bonotto extractor 
beoaase in that system the flakes fall through the solvent 
by gravity. The sorew eoaveyor ased by J)9trex has certain 
disadvantages. It does not ran oompletely fall; so part 
of the solvent by-passes the flakes. Part of the solvent 
also passed between the screw and the casing* . It also 
prq^aoea & solvent-oil solution containing a laj7ge amount 
of fine meal. Carrying the soybean flaices through the 
solvent by means of a Hedler conveyor was tried at Iowa 
State College and found to work splendidly. 
Solvents 
iHttraotion solvents have been divided into three 
classes according to fire hazards: inflammable, such as 
hezane; semi-inflammable, such as ethylene dichloridei 
and non-inflammable, such as trichloroethylene (106j. 
The.literature is profuse with proposed solvents which 
have various advantages, such as separating into layers 
rich and layers poor in oil, extracting more oil, ex­
tracting a better grade of oil, extracting certain fractions 
of oil or separating into layers containing certain 
fractions of oil, giving a better auality of meal for 
certain purposes, cheapnessv and non-inflammability« 
^mong the solvents proposed are liquid propane (53) 
(94), liquid butane (36), hexane, methyl alcohol and 
trichloroethyiene (73) (78), ethyl alcohol and trichloro-
ethylene (74) (78), ethyl alcohol and isopropanol (98) 
-10-
(99), ethyl alcohol and carbon diaalfide (79), ethyl 
alcohol (12), benzene, ealfur dioxide, carbon dioxide (93), 
farfaral (46), carbon tetrachloride, methylene chloride, 
dichloropentanes (117), diohloroethane (89), trichloro-
ethylene, and dichloroethylene. Beckel (11) has compiled 
other referenoes to many of these solvents, while Measamer 
(73) gives a good evaluation of the moat promising ones* 
Eexane is the moat coinmonly used solvent today because 
of its low cost in spite of the fire and explosion hazard 
connected with, its ase» Srichloroethylene is the most 
promising of the chlorinated hydrocarbons. Semi-inflammable 
dichloroethylene and highly volatile, non-inflammable 
methylene chloride have desirable properties which woald 
ma^fce them widely used if trouble caased by the inflamma­
bility of one and the volatility and solubility in water 
of the other ooald be overcome. Alcohol has long been 
considered but so far has been used where oertain types 
of protein or extracts are.desired and on beans of low 
moisture content (12). Measamer (73) had good results 
using a mixture of 25 per cent trichloroethylene and 
75 per cent ethyl alcohol, but his work, has not been 
followed up. Liquid propane is used in the new ICellog 
process of oil refining, for v;hioh remaricable results 
/ 
are claimed (91)» 
Investigators have proven conclusively that properly 
-11-
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heated (980 0. for 15 minates) soybean meal from wfeioh the 
oil has been extracted v/ith hexane ia fully aa palatable 
and natritloQs as expeller meal (54) (55) (75). When 
trlohloroethylene was first introduced as a solvent, a 
few oases of cattle poisoning by the meal were encountered 
(103). Hoy/ever, recent work (113) has shown that properly 
heated meal extracted with trichloroethylene is nutritious 
and non-poisonous; so the early oases of poisoning must 
have been due to impure solvent' or failing to heat the 
meal sufficiently in drying. Many hundreds of tons of 
trichloroethylene extracted meal, some of it not of the 
highest quality, have been fed duriijg the course of 
recent worJt at Iowa State Oollege and other places with no 
harmful results. 
The toxicity of trichloroethylene to plant workers 
is discussed in detail by McCracken (68). While the sol­
vent is toxic, it is not highly so, and when used with 
reasonable care should not endanger workers. A necessary 
rec[uirement of any plant using expensive trichloroethylene 
(eight cents a pound) is that solvent losses from the 
system be kept to a minimum. She writer has seen men work 
in atmospheres containing large amounts of solvent, was 
once almost overcome by the vapor, and has seen one man 
completely unconscious from breathing hot vapor. In all 
oases temporarily harmful, but not severe, reactions followed. 
-12-
tiVorkers who may be allerglo to triohloroethylene, or who 
develop a liking for the "dopey" feeling brought on by 
breathing too maoh solvent should be discharged. A gas 
mask for use in case of trouble should be available in 
any triohloroethylene plant* 
I'richloroethylene is a better solvent than hexane (5) 
and extracts more coloring roatter giving a darker colored 
oil* However, Sievers and Mclntire have reported that 
trichloroethylene extracted oil refines to a lighter 
color (96). 
Analytical Control Methods 
m Methods of procedure for testing soybeans and soybean 
products are readily available (80). !Che most important 
teats in plant operation are moisture and oil in the 
original beans, moisture and oil content of the meal, 
solvent content of the solvent-oil solution leaving the 
extractor and leaving the evaporator, and solvent content 
of the finished oil. In running the analyses for the oil 
content of the beans and meal the report of the soybean 
analysis committee for 1939-1940 (76) and the work of 
Krober and Collins on the effect of the humidity of the 
air on the oil extracted (64) should be consulted. The. 
solvent content of solutions leaving the extractor and the 
-13-
Qvaporator are determined with the aid of a Westphal 
balance and a specific gravity oil content curve. Saoh 
a curve is shown in i^ig. !• 'J?he most important test in 
ordinary plant operation is the test for solvent in the 
finished oil. She Fu^iv/ara pyridine test has been adaj?ted 
by Grilchrist for us© in determining trichloroethylene in 
soybean oil (49). McOrac^en modified the test to malce it 
more accurate, but less rapid, and also used it for the 
determination of solvent in the meal (60). When there is 
over 1 per cent solvent in the meal, and between 1 and 10 
per cent solvent in the oil, steam distillation and 
recovery of the solvent is perhaps the most accurate method 
of analysis. 
A test for adeq.Qate heat treatment of the meal is 
based upon the inactivation of the enzymes by proper 
heating (30). 
Unit Operations in Oil Jiktraction Systems 
attraction 
To extract oil from soybeans il is essential that 
the seed be ground or flaked, preferably the latter. 
Qoch reduction in size is done oommercially by oracicing 
the beans in rolls having Xie Page cuts and rolling them 
into flaJces. The flaking operation not oiily provides 
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lees distance for diffusion but ruptures part of the oil 
cells. According to Osborn and Katz (84), soybeans rolled 
into flakes from 0.008 to 0.021 inches in thlckneaa have 
from 70 to 90 per cent of their oil cells ruptured. 
Ihe calculation of the number of units in stepv/ise 
countercurrent estraction may be determined by the use of 
overall material balances and the stepwise solution of 
balances for each stage as shown by Badger iind MoQabe (?)• 
The same authors work out an esssmple of stepwise counter-
current extraction of oil from meal with benzene using 
the graphical method of Ravenscroft (90). Elgin has 
devised a graphical method for solving countercurrent 
leaching problems using an equilateral triangle to re­
present the three component systems (44). However, accord­
ing to Armstrong and Kammermeyer, both the Bavenseroft 
and IClgin methods are more tedious and less rigorous than 
the graphical method they present (4). Recently, Ruth has 
announced a semigraphical method of solving countercurrent 
extraction problems which is claimed to be versatile, 
accurate, and relatively simple (95). In general the 
rate of extraction depends both upon the rate of diffusion 
through the solid itself and upon the rate of diffusion 
from the interface into the bulk of the solvent. 
In an effort to obtain data on the extraction of 
soybean flakes Boucher, Brier, and Osburn extracted porous 
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plates saturated with soybean oil and found that the 
liquid film was negligible as ooiajpared to the reaiatanoe 
to diffusion within the solid (25). Later King, Kata, 
and Brier found the same to be true of the extraction of 
soybean flaJcea with triohloroothylene (62). i'hoy also 
found that the simple diffusion theory for uniforni porous 
solids did not correlate the data for the soybean flaicas. 
They present valuable curves and data for the prediction 
of extraction tixAe under Goraraercial conditions. Using 
certain assumptions Oaburn and ICata (84) resolved the 
curves for extraction of soybean oil with trichloroethylene 
into two component parts. They believe that 70 to 90 
\ 
\ 
por cent of the oil is extracted with a diffusion coefficient 
of 4 X 10" square feet per hour, while the remainder is 
extracted at a much lower rate of 5 x 10 square feet 
per hour. There was a tendency for the fraction extracted 
with the lower coefficient to be larger, as flake thickneaa 
increased. 
Measamer (73j found experimentally that the variables 
having the greatest effect on the rate of oil extraction 
were the flake thickness and extraction temperature, with 
the former having the greater effect. Agitation, con­
centration of oil in the solvent (up to 14.2 per cent), 
solvent-bean ratio, and fineness of the flakes did not 
greatly influence the rate of oil extraction. Moisture 
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affects the rate of extraction of oil in small scale 
laboratory apparatus (32) (54) (76), but little has been 
published oonoerning its effect upon large scale continuoae 
operations. 
Filtration 
In all soybean oil extraction plants a certain amount 
of fine meal produced by breaking up of the flakes is 
entrained by the solvent-oil solution, or "miscella", 
and has to be removed somewhere in the process. Host 
plants perform a preliminary filtration at the miscella 
outlets by covering the outlets with screens or slotted 
plates. In addition, many plants run the miscella 
through settling chambers. Bilbe (13)- gives data to show 
that the settling rates of meal.from 1 to 100 microns in 
size is very slov# in hexane-oil solutions. The V. i). 
Anderson Company extractor is surmounted by a settling 
chamber containing many vertical compartments in which 
fines are settled oat by application of Stokes' law (3). 
l^he Kennedy extractor consists of a series of chambers 
or sections through v/hich the material to be extracted ia 
conveyed by a series of perforated paddle wheels. Fines 
are reduced in the Kennedy extractor by allowing the 
miscella to run through additional sections beyond the 
flake inlet so the miscella can be filtered through the 
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perforated paddle wheels (62 J • Bonotto has patented 
methods of running the misoella through a conveyor seotion 
filled v/ith fresh flakes (18) (21). 
i'^ or complete removal of the fines some kind of filter 
is usually placed between the preliminary filter at the 
miscella outlets and the evaporator. 'Ihis filter may be 
any of several enclosed types and usually is run under 
pressure. Sparkler and bag-type filters (26) as 
well as centrifugal filters are rather common, i'he iTord 
system filter consists of a chamber containing a circular 
drum made of perforated sheet metal v;ith a canvas cloth 
covering it. Mciionald (70) has -patented a process in 
which a liquid which is immiscible vvii;h the mii^cella and 
has a different speoifio gravity than the miscella is 
added to it. Glhis lig.uid is absorbable by the suspended 
fines, which are removed along with the liquid by de-
cantation. 
The reason for removing all fines from the miscella 
is to prevent them from fouling the evaporator and 
stripping oolumn, especially the latter, ii-vaporators 
which "will handle fines can be comparatively easily 
constructed, attempts to produce stripping columns capable 
of handling fines have resulted in the sieve-plate column 
discussed by Bilbe (IS) and the Jjetrex process sieve-
plate oolumn patented by iiinley (40). iitripping devices 
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oapable of handling fineB using filtros platoa have been 
bailb at Iowa Sbate Collogs, but so far they havo not been 
operated suceesafully (40) (59). 
Li&tle duta on fche amount of fines produced by 
commsroial plants are rex^orted in the literature. How­
ever, values of over 1 per cent of the weight of the beans 
are probably xiot unco/mnon. Cleaning filters is a difficult 
and labor conauralng taak in many plants expeeially when 
beans with over 12 per cent moisture are encountered. 
evaporation 
One might expect that low boiling aolvents such as 
hezane or trichloroethylene would boil out of non-volatile 
soybean oil at rather constant temperatures. Such is not 
the case for as the solution becomes richer in oil the 
boiling point rises higher and hi£jher as shown in Fig. 2. 
Last traces of solvent can be removed by direct heat only 
by heating the oil to o very high temparacure or by heating 
It for a long period of time. To prevent overheating of 
the oil the solvent is removed in at least two steps. 
Most of the solvent is removed by direct heat in a variety 
of Y^ays with the remainder being removed by scrubbing 
with an inert gaa, usually steam. 
In the iPord extraction system the hexane-oil solution 
leaving the filters enters the bottom of a still jacket 
Form -E-B 
i 
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throngh a olosed ooil which carries it up through the 
ateam Jacket and opens into the still body at the top. 
By the time the solution leaves the coil it haa been pre-
« 
heated to such a temperature that raost of the solvent 
vaporizes immediately (107). 
An evaporator used in early work at Iowa State College 
consisted of 19 brass tabes (3/4 inch O.U., Wo. 20 B.W.tt.) 
5 feet long mounted in a shell of 5 inch standard iron 
pipe (63) (68). Using ateam at 15-20 pounds per square 
inch gauge miscella was concentrated to 60 per cent oil, 
40 per cent trichloroethylene at a rate of about 15 pounds 
of oil an hour. One disadvantage of this type of falling 
film evaporator was the difficulty experienced in getting 
the liquid to film properly dovm the tubes. When used 
with miscella containing fines, the tubes gradually be­
came fouled. 
iinother method of performing the evaporation is 
simply to boil the hexane-oil solution in large tanks 
until it reaches a conoentration of 50 to 55 per cent oil. 
Then it is concentrated to 90 to 95 per cent oil in a 
falling film type of evaporator. 
The more modern plants use a process which was worked 
out independently in connection with trichloroethylene 
extraction at Iowa State Oollege. Most of the solvent 
flashes out after passing through a forced or natural 
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cirenlation vertical long tabe evaporator giving a 
solution containini!? over 90 per cent oil in the oaae of 
hexane miscella and over 80 per cenb oil for triohloro-
ethylene miscella. Descriptions of evaporators of thia 
type are given in the experimental eecbion of thia thesis. 
Although their work did not include solvent-oil solutions, 
the studies made by Badger and others (15) (28) (104) 
on vertical long tube evaporators are of great value 
in understanding the behavior of sneh evaporators. 
Stripping 
The last traces of solvent have to be removed from 
soybean oil by allowing the solvent to diffuse into an 
inert gas. Ihe inert gas most commonly used is dry steam 
because it can easily be separated from the solvent by 
condensation and decantation. 
Information oonoerniag the jprlnciplea of stripping 
operations is readily available in chemical engineering 
literature. Stripping, like other diffusion operations, 
is more efficient when thin films of the liquid are brought 
into contact with the gas. Usually either bubble-cap 
columns, sieve-plate columns, or packed towers are used 
for this purpose. According to Walker, Lewis, and McAdams 
(114) bubble-cap columns give more efficient contact than 
packed towers. Bubble-cap columns are expensive and hard 
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to olean, eapeoially If the colamn has to be dismantled 
before oleauing* Sieve-plate oolomns are leas expensive 
bot less flexible than babble-cap colamns* 'JDhey are said 
to have the advantage of handling misoella containing 
fines. Packed colnmns are cheap, rather flexible, and 
have low back pressare and low liqaid hold-ap. Packed 
oolanms may be cleaned by damping the paoking, which 
is leas of a job than dismantling bubble-cap or sieve-
plate colamns- !l-'he greatest disadvantage of the packed 
colamn is a tendency to channel caasing a redaction in 
efficiency* Channeling may be redaced by asing towers 
with a diameter at least eight times the diameter of the 
packing, by proper initial distribation, and by,providing 
safficient flow of liq.aid to keep the packing wet at all 
times (10). Perry (88) lists the characteristics of a 
namber of types of tower packings. 
Most hezane extraction plants use either babble-cap 
or packed colaoins* She General Mills plant at Belmond, 
i 
Iowa, ases a babble-cap c^liliiiin while the plant at Bed-
field, Iowa, ases 1-inch, Baschig rings and rans the colamn 
ander a vaoaam* !Uhe Detrw:^ process has a sieve-plate 
colamn patented by JDinley (40), vhioh is claimed to be 
capable of handling fines. Bonotto (22) has patented a 
stripping process in lAiich a bank of tabes surrounded by 
a steam Jacket is immersed in the misoella. Jets of 
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steam are blown up titiroagh the mlsoella atomizing it and 
carrying it throagh the tabes, 'i^he steam entrains and 
carries off the last traces of solvent* 
Ihe stripping column ased by Kircher (63) and McCracken 
(68) at Iowa State College consisted of vertical brass 
tabes sarroanded by a steam JacJsiet. It was identical in 
construction to their evaporator described in the preceding 
section on evaporation. She column did not have a very 
large capacity, probably because of improper filming of 
the liquid down the tubes, and became fouled when miscella 
containing fines was stripped, 'ihe falling film type of 
stripping column gave a light colored oil and with 
modifications might be satisfactory. 
Vapor pressure-composition-temperature corves for 
trichloroethylene-soybean oil solutions as well as mass 
transfer coefficients for diffusion of trichloroethylene 
from soybean oil into air are given by Measamer (72). 
Drying and toasting 
Xhe removal of solvent from soybean meal is commonly 
done in jacketed tabular dri«:«rs containing ribbon or 
paddle conveyors, or a combination of the two. Xhe 
driers are usaally made in sections placed one above the 
other, and the vapor may be taken off at the end of each 
section or pass through all the sections and be taken off 
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only from the apper section. 
Sometimes steam is blovm into the driers coanter-
carrently to the meal to remove all traces of solvent and 
aid in toasting the meal. Often the meal is discharged 
from the driers into large cookers where the last traces 
of solvent are removed and the meal partially toasted. 
(Coasting soybean meal by heating it in the presence 
of moisture increases its palatabillty and nutritive 
value. Many consumers have become accustomed to dark 
colored expeller meal and are somewhat prejudiced against 
light colored extracted meal; therefore most processors 
strive to produce well browned meal. The most reliable 
work yet reported shows that light colored extracted meal 
produced by heating extracted meal at 98® 0. for 15 minutes 
is fully as nutritious as the darker expeller meal (54) (55}.. 
Elrcher (60) gives a large amount of data on the 
drier and steamer (toaster) used in a pilot plant. She 
meal entering the drier contained 90 pounds of triohloro-
ethylene and 17 pounii'S of v/ater per 100 pounds of dry 
oil-free meal. lUnety per cent of the trichloroethylene 
and 50 per cent of the walier ware evaporated in the drier, 
in overall heat transfer coefficient of 3 or 4 B.t.u./hr./ 
^;ft./°F. based on the total heating area was realized. 
Leaving the drier at 100® £*., the meal entered a 
steamer which was also a jacketed tube containing a 
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ribbon conveyor. Here the meal was heated to 115-118^ 0. 
and steam wad blown through it. 'J}he remaining 10 per cent 
oi the solvent and 30 per cent more of the water were 
removed in the steamer. In the steamer the overall heat 
transfer coefficient was 1 B.t.u./hr./sg.^ft./^i'. Linear 
vapor velocity in the drier did not e:Koeed Z feet per 
aecond and in the steamer not more than 1 foot per second. 
Meal left the steamer through a barrel valve. 
Aside from the proper capacity and vapor velocity 
two other problems are met in drying meal, ^ome fine meal 
daSt is always entrained with the vapor and has to be 
removed to prevent foaling of the vapor lines and condenser. 
I'his meal is removed between the drier and oondenser 
either with hot water sprays alone or with sprays following 
some kind of settling chamber. Most of the hot spray 
water is recirculated, but part is ran to the drain to 
carry off the fine meal. 
A second problm encountered in drying meal is con­
densation of water vapor in cool spots in the drier 
causing the meal to become sticky and lumpy or even clog 
the drier. This trouble is prevented by eliminating cool 
spots in those parts of the drier where water vapor is 
likely to be present» mainly in that part of the drier or 
steamer nearest the meal outlet. 
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. JB2CPEH1MMXAL AND a}lSGUSSIOir 
Apparatas 
Pilot plant apparatoa 
She method of procedure used in this work was to first 
work oat the process as thoroaghly as possible using 
pilot plant apparatus. IDhen the process was expanded to 
a commercial scale with the pilot plant being used when­
ever possible to work out problems met in commercial 
operation* 
She pilot plant was erected in the Chemical i^gineering 
Building in the summer of 1941. 'fhe general arrangement 
of the eg.nipment is shown in J'ig. 3. A rectangular 
chamber 4 by 51^ inches made in the form of a loop with 
an overall length of 42 feet was the heart of the system. 
Xhe chamber housed a Bedler chain conveyor, size 5, made 
by the Stephens-Adamson Company of Aurora, Illinois. Xhe 
chamber at the top of the loop was enlarged to by Sc­
inches for a length of 11 feet, where it was surrounded 
by a steam Jacket. 
Soybeans were prepared for extraction by being heated 
to about 60^ C., or steamed if they were very dry, and 
then cracked and rolled into flakes. She beans were 
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oraoked into foar to six pieces in a small coffee mill-
type cracker made by the ^oiterprise Manafactoring Oompany 
of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. A pair of 18-inch diameter 
rolls v/ith 8-inch faces (Hational Oat Crasher, Ho. 10, 
•A; 
Style A, manafactared by the Ikoel Manafactoring Company 
of Pottersville, N. Y.) was aaed for flaking the cracked 
beans. She coffee mill and flaking rolls were separated 
from the extractor so that ail the flakes had to be damped 
into the hopper by hand. Flakes usually averaged about 
O.IG 3g.aare inches in area and 0.010 inches in thickness. 
Leaving the hopper the flakes were carried by the 
Bedler conveyor down through the solvent in the extraction 
section, then upwards through a drainage section, and 
through the drier across the top of the loop. After 
leaving the Hedler section, the extracted and partially 
dried meal fell into a 6-inch pipe steam jacketed to a 
length of 15 feet 8 inches and containing an open-flight 
screw conveyor. The conveying element in the drier was 
a s/i -inoh iron rod bent in the form of a spiral with 
6-inch pitch. She dried meal left the system through a 
barrel valve, The pilot plant had a capacity of ig- tons 
of beans a day. 
Commercial plant apparatus 
Beans in the commercial plant at Plainfield, Iowa, 
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were oraaked in a doable set of rolls having Le Page oQta* 
After being craoked the beana were tempered to 150® 
by being passed throagh two long sorew conveyors heated 
with steam at 90 poande per square inoh. Flaking was 
done by a pair of 24-inch diameter rolls with 20-inoh 
faces, which were bought secondhand and remodeled. lEhe 
rolls traveled at about 200 r.p.m. and were considerably 
oversize for the 15 ton plant. A flow sheet of the plant 
is given in Fig. 4. The flaking rolls are shown in 
Photograph 1. 
The size 11 Sedler conveyor used in the Plainfield 
plant was housed in a casing 7 l/8 by 12 inches and had 
a developed length of 90 feet. The casing y/as expanded 
at the top to 12 by 12 inches where it was surrounded 
by a steam jaoket. Leaving the Redler, the meal passed 
through more sections of drier having a diameter of 1 foot 
and an overall length of 98 feet. The conveying element 
in the driers was a ribbon 2 inches wide bent into a 
spiral with a 1-foot pitch. The second section of drier 
served as a toaster. The meal left the toaster through a 
barrel valve and fell into a screv/ conveyor with cut-and-
folded flights, where water was added to bring the moisture 
content of the meal up to 12.5 per cent. The meal was then 
ground and bagged. 
Miscella left the extractor through 40-me3h screens. 
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Iflaking Holla Used in Commercial Plant 
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Most of the solvent was evaporated in a ollmbing-f11m 
evaporator* lEhe hot concentrated misoeila leaving the 
evaporator was continuoasly filtered gravity and 
stripped in a oolamn pacJced viith Berl saddles* ihe 
stripped oil was pumped directly bo storage. 
Analytical irocedares 
Oil in soybeans 
I'he standard method for determining the oil content 
of soybeans ia to extract a two gram groand sample for two 
hours, regrind, and extract for three additional hours 
using petroleum ether as the solvent. In this worlc the 
standard method v/as used whenever an aoourate determination 
of oil content was d.esirQd. 
A rapid, accurate determination of oil content has 
long been sought by the vegetable oil industry. It is 
well known that in general the oil content of soybeans 
varies inversely with the protein content (83J. Soybean 
oil has a specific gravity of 0.925, while the soybean 
itself has a gravity of 1.2 to 1.3. is'rom these con­
siderations it was thought that there might be soiae 
relationship between specific gravity and oil content, 
allowing, of course, for moisture content. 
Samples of seven pure varieties of soybeans with 
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varyiiig oil coiitenta wiiioh had been grown under approxi­
mately the same conditiona were obtained. 2heae beans 
were analyzed using the standard procedures for oil and 
moisture. tPhe specific gravity of the beans tms found 
by weighing u 40 graa sample? and measuring its displace­
ment in water- Ihe results are tabulated in iable 1. 
2a,ble I 
'i 
Relationship of Specific Gravity to»Oil Content of Soybeans 
Variety Moisture 
% 
Oil Oil 
(wet (dry 
basis} basis} 
Oil plus 
Moisture 
Specific 
gravity at 
700/700 S. 
011 owa-Itondar in a.67 laUs 
'i 21.42 28.25 1.200 
Lincoln 8.25 1^ .8t) 21.60 28.05 1.220 
Dunfield 8.41 19^24 21.12 27.75 1.231 
mini 0.60 19>06 20.84 27.66 1.2<l4 
Habar0 8.45 18.25 19.90 26.68 1.210 
Mukden 8.42 18.01 19.69 26.44 1.235 
Mendell 6.91 19.14 20.57 26.05 1.216 
While the results prhown in Sable 1 are not conclusive, 
they make it appear unlikely that there is enough relation­
ship between the specific gravity and oil content of soy­
beans to serve as thje'^b&sis of a test for commeroial porposea. 
A method of estimating the amount of oil that will 
be removed daring exjbraotion is given in the section on 
extraction 
Oil in meal 
The standard method of determining the oil content 
of extracted aoybean meal ia Lfce aame as that of deter­
mining oil in soybeans, which req.aired aboat eight hoars 
of time. Meaeamer (72) discuBses proposed faster methods 
and presents a g^uick hydrometer method which has certain 
advantages* IDhe quick hydrometer method reg.uires stirring 
a sample of meal with trichloroethylene and taking the 
specific gravity of the solution with very sensitive hy­
drometers in a constant temperature bath* 'Jhis method 
waa tried and found to be rather time consuming and to 
require considerable skill in manipulation of equipment. 
The method finally adopted for use in plant control 
v/aa aimply to extract a five gram sample of the meal in 
a medium sized Soxhlet extractor with hexane for one hour. 
The solubion was filtered, the solvent evaporated, and 
, the oil weighed, j^'or oil contents under 1 per cent this 
method, which requires two to three hours total time and 
about half an hour net v/orking time, gives reasonably 
accurate results. Meal containing from 1 to 2 per cent 
oil should be extracted for two hours. 
Solvent in oil 
For oil contents up to 90 per cent the best method 
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of analysis for control parposes is to take the specific 
gravity of the solution with a Westphal balance and read 
the composition from a chart. Above 90 per cent oil the 
solation beooraes so visoous that accurate specific gravity 
readings a,re hard to take. ]?rom 90 to 99 per dent oil 
the steam distillation method used by Measamei?' (73) is 
perhaps the best available. 
In a new process, such aa the extraction of soybean 
oil with trichloroethylene, it is essential that the first 
products reaching the market be of the highest quality 
possible in order not to give the process a bad name. 
Therefore, it is desirable that all traces of solvent 
be removed from the .oil. Solvent contents of oil ranging 
from 1.0 to below 0.02 per cent solvent are best determined 
by the ffot^iwara pyridine test as modified by Gilchrist (49 J. 
Ihis test is fairly accurate, almost foolproof, and re­
quires leas than five minutes time. I'he procedure is as 
follows: 
1. Add 1 ml. of pyridine to liml. of 10 per cent 
sodium hydroxide in a test tube. 
2. Heat to boiling while shaking. 
3. Add two drops of soybean oil and shake sufficiently 
to mix the oil with the pyridine but not with the 
SGfdfdm hydroxide. 
4. After one minute compare the depth of color in 
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the pyridine layer with a color standard. 
Color standards are made by mixing oobaltous chloride 
and sodium diohromate solations, slightly acidified with 
hydrochloric acid antil the depth of oolor created by a 
known oil sample is matched* 
!Dhe Fujiwara pyridine test has been applied to other 
chlorinated oompoands (6) and is still being investigated 
in work which will be reported later* 
Solvent in water 
At 25° G* trichloroethylene is soluble in water to 
the extent of 0*11 grama per 100 grams of water* In 
normal operation water should not leave the plant con­
taining more trichloroethylene than is reg^aired to sata-
rate it* She same pyridine test that was Qsed for detection 
of solvent in oil was ased for determination of solvent 
in water* In this case a standard was made ap by allowing 
water to stand over trichloroethylene antil satarated* 
(Chen a test was made matching the color prodaced by two 
drops of this water with a standard made by dissolving 
cobaltoQS chloride in water* 
Solvent in meal 
When there is a large amount of solvent in the meal, 
the best method of analysis is to weigh a sample in a 
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tlghtly stoppered bottle and then heat It In an oven at 
130° 0* for two hoars to determine the total volatile 
content* Weigh a separate sample and ran a moistare 
determination asing xylene. 'J?he differenoe is the per­
centage of triohloroethylene in the original sample* 
Elxtraoted meal should have had all the solvent removed 
long before it reaches the end of the driers. In case 
of faalty operation some solvent may be present in the 
meal. iH'aalty operation in the driers may be most accorately 
determined by running a moistare determination on the 
meal to see if it is being dried as maoh as asaal. How­
ever, a test for small amounts of triohloroethylene in 
the meal is also valaable. A test for triohloroethylene 
in soybean meal previoasly ased in soybean work at Iowa 
State College (68) is rather time consuming. !J)he following 
test, which will detect triohloroethylene in the meal 
down to 0.05 per cent, was devised: 
1. Weigh a tightly stoppered 125 ml. flask con­
taining 40 ml. of Skellysolve B. 
2. Rapidly add 10 grams of meal. Shake well. 
3. Add 1 ml. of pyridine to li- ml. of 10 per cent 
sodium hydroxide and heat to boiling. 
4. Add four drops of the hexane from the flask con­
taining the meal and shake to coix with the top 
layer. 
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5. Compare depth of color with color standard made 
of oobaltoas chloride in water* 
Color standards ranged from 0*5 to 0»05 per cent 
solvent* It was found that although solvent coald not 
be tasted in the oil much below 0*5 per cent, it coald 
be tasted in meal even below 0.06 per cent* Another good 
way to detect the presence of small amounts of solvent in 
the meal is to catoh a sample of hot meal as it leaves 
the drier and allow it to cool in a tightly stoppered 
bottle. Upon opening the bottle traces of solvent may be 
detected by its odor* 
Other tests 
All other tests on the beans, meal, and oil were made 
according to standard procedures* 
listraction 
Prediction of extraction behavior 
Xhe extraction plant operator uses flakes varying in 
thickness, size, moisture content, and oil content* Xo 
predict the behavior of flakes in the extraction section 
of the apparatus tests were devised, #iioh, although rather 
orude, gave remarkably good results* 
She rate of extraction was estimated by a Soxhlet 
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extraction of the flakes with he:raine for one to two hoars. 
!Dhe degree of extraction thus obtained was aboat the same 
as that obtained in oontinaoas extractors asing triohloro-
ethylene with 15 to ZO minates extraction time. 
In an extractor using a Redler conveyor the material 
moves through the solvent slowly as a continaoas mass 
with no agitation.' She mass of material mast be poroas 
enoQgh to allow the solvent to pass through a considerable 
length of it under very low pressure. Porosity of the 
material was estimated by nse of the apparatus shown in 
Fig. 5. The S5 mm. tube was filled to the l-foot mark 
with the material to be tested and shaken just enough to 
make the material settle somewhat. She separatory funnel 
was filled to the 500 ml. mark with trichloroethylene. 
Then solvent was allowed to run out of the separatory 
funnel at such a rate that the solvent level in the tube 
was always at the 1-foot mark. The time req.uired for all 
the solvent to run out of the funnel was taken. Solvent 
ran through good soybean flakes in about 35 seconds. If 
much over 60 seconds were required, the material either 
would not be porous enough ,to be used in the extractor 
or would work only at reduced speed. 
Method of feeding the extractor 
When the extractor was first constructed, it was 
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lutended that the material be fed into the extraotion 
chamber at a point about two-thirds of the way from the 
solvent inlet end so that the other third ooald be used 
as an evaporator# Diffioulty was experienced in getting 
\ 
the flakes to feed into the misoella and in properly 
evaporating solvent from the misoella: so this procedure 
was temporarily abandoned. IPhe flakes were next fed in 
at the upper corner of the Hedler loop falling around 
the sprocket wheel as shown in ^ ig* 3* She flakes fed 
in well from this position except for a tendency to bridge 
and not fill the chain properly when they were moist# 
The next method of feeding tried and the method used in 
the commercial plant (Pig* 4) was to feed the flakes into 
the open side of the chain. Xhis method of feeding worked 
satisfactorily* 
gactors affecting rate of extract ion 
She controlling factor in a system for extracting oil 
from soybeans is the length of time the solvent is in 
contact with the-material to be extracted. In a system 
such as that developed at Iowa State College this time of 
contact is in turn limited by the length to which the 
extractor can be made and the speed with which the material 
can be conveyed without causing too much pumping of the 
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aolvent by the flakes* 
I'he pilot plant extractor length was 16 feet 9 inohes 
and the chain speed 11 inches a minate. Solvent at the 
solvent inlet end seldom rose more than a foot higher 
than the miscella oatlet. f'lakes vO.OlO inohes in thick­
ness were extracted to aboat 1 per cent oil when misoella 
averaged 20 per cent oil. 
The Plainfield extraction length was about 30 feet* 
Chain speed varied from 11 to 16 inohes per minate as 
oapaoity varied from 10 to 15 tons per day* Pumping 
varied from 1 foot with good flakes at 10 tons to 4 feet 
with poor flakes at 15 tons* Pumping in itself is not a 
bad feature as long as extraction is countercurrent unless 
the solvent level reaches the Bedler drier* 
Flake thickness exerts a decided influence upon the 
rate of ^traction as shown by MeoBcmecrf 72) and by King, 
EatB, and Brier (62). She commercial plant left S per 
cent oil in flakes 0.180 inohes in thifi^n.^js compared to 
0*7 per cent oil in flakes 0*010 inches in thioknesa 
running at the same rate* Plakes from 0*0080 to 0*010 
inohes in thickness were found to be most satisfactory 
beoause they were thin enough for good extraction and yet 
would stand a moderate amount of handling withoat breaking 
up into fines* IDempering the cracked beans to about 
150° f* before flaking aided greatly in producing flakes 
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with few fines and in makifig the flakes pliable onoagh to 
hold together antil they reaohed the extractor. 3?he flakes 
prodaoed had an average area of 0.16 sgaare inch* 
Temperatare has been found to have considerable 
effect Qpon the rate of extraction of oil from soybeans (73). 
S'or this reason the steam jacketed Hedler drier section 
not only aided in the drying bat aided in extraction by 
virtue of the fact that the Eedler conveyor transferred 
its heat into the extraction part of the system. Tempering 
the beans aided extraction fojr. the same reason* Since all 
solvent pumped into the Hedler had to be evaporated 
eventually it was found to be good practice to heat the 
solvent to about 140^ £** before passing it into the ex­
tractor* Beating the solvent also placed less of a load 
on the driers, especially on cold winter days. I'he ex­
traction chamber was not insulated» but should have been 
to reduce heat lossesV' 
IThe major portion of the extraction chamber was 
inclined to an angle, of 1?50* to aid the tendency iS the 
solution to rise as it became richer in oil and therefore 
lighter. Such a design reduces eddy currents and is be­
lieved to make the extractor the most perfectly counter-
current extractor now available for soybeans. The optimum 
concentration of oil in the solvent leaving the extractor 
was around 20 per cent oil by weight. Bunning at 10 tons 
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of eoybeana a day the Plainfield plant gave a meal con­
taining to 0.8 per cent oil and at 16 tons a day a 
meal averaging 0.7 to 0.9 per cent oil-
She effect of moisture upon the rate of extraction 
of soybean oil from both flakes and ground meal in the 
laboratory is somewhat controversial (64) (6B) (73) (76). 
One is inclined to give most weight to the work of Krober 
and Collins (64) who say that when ground soybeans with 
moisture contents from 4*35 to 16*8 per cent are analyzed 
for oil content the amount of extractabie material is not 
dependent upon the original moisture levels. However, 
their curves do indicate that moisture content exerts some 
inflaenoe upon the rate of extraction. Beans containing 
from 8 to 13 per cent moisture were extracted in the pilot 
plant and from 12 to 14 per cent moisture in the commercial 
plant. If there was any difference in the rate of extraction 
for flakes in these moieture ranges, it was slight* 
Properties of oil extracted with trichloroethylene 
'J?he crude oil obtained from the Plainfield plant 
was light in color and had a good odor and taste. Oil 
averaging less than 0.02 per cent trichloroethylene was 
consistently obtained. Other properties of the oil are 
listed below. 
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Crade oil as shipped: 
Free fatty acid 
Moisture and volatile 
Gardner break 
Refining loss, % 
Oil from whiah foots had settled: 
Viscosity, oentipoises, 100° 
Specific gravity at 60^/600 j?. 
Refractive index, 25° 0. 
Lovibond color, 26 mm. 
Refined oil: 
Lovibond color, 130 mm. 
Refined and bleached oil: 
Lovibond color, 133 mm. 
Recommendations 
a. HIhe extractor cross section should be somewhat 
larger than the Plainfield extractor so that over 15 to^is 
a day of aoyfaeana can be processed without redacing the 
extraction time or causing undue pumping* 
b. It might be possible to design the extractor in 
suoh a way that a miscella richer in oil could be obtained 
0.7 
0.24 
0.42 
4.2 
30.9 
0.9243 
1.4727 
70 yellow 
5.2 red 
70 yellow 
11.5 red 
14 yellow 
1.4 red 
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withoat rednolng the ooffipleteness of extract ion* 
o« Ci?he extraction chamber ahould be insulated to 
save heat and makie extraction caore efficient. 
d. The effect of moiatore upon the rate of extraction 
shoald be Qtodled further* 
e. 'fhe effect of operating condit lone upon the 
qtaality of oil obtained from the conmercial plant shoald 
be further studied in order to obtain the highest poasible 
aaality of oil, 
jPiltration 
Pilot Plant 
Screens* In cracicing and flaking soybeans and con­
veying them to the extractor a certain amount of breaking 
up into fine particles is unavoidable. Since it has 
been shown that agitation has little effect upon the rate 
of extraction of soybean oil from flakes (25) (62) (73), 
an extraction system such as that used in this work is 
highly desirable. Carrying the flakes through the solvent 
in a slowly moving mass not only prevents them from 
breaking into fines, bat also provides a certain amount 
of filtering action for the fines that are produced and 
carried with the solvent. Ihls fact has been recognized 
by at least one worker, who has patented a miacella filter 
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•which oonsists of a slowly moving mags of soybean flakea 
carried by a Redler oonveyor (21). 
In order to keep as many fines as possible from 
leaving the extractor, the raiscella y/as passed throagh 
screens placed on each side of the Hedler casing. One 
handred mesh screens were tried and found to be too fine. 
Sixty taesh screens operated satisfactorily at times bat 
wore not as foolproof as 40 mesh, which were finally used. 
Sixty raeah screens placed, with the v/ire tilted 45® from 
horizontal operated somewhat better than ?;hen in the 
regular horizontal position^ 
The wiping action of the flakea passing the screens 
kept them from clogging with fines. Whenever the Redler 
chain ran partially empty beoaase of difficnlty in feeding, 
the screens tended to clog. I'he action of the screens in 
operation was rather interesting. Ill the miscella ran 
oat the lower third or foarth of the ecreens, JTlakes 
coald be seen moving past the upper part of the screens 
gradually poshing fine particles of meal through the 
screens. If the miscella rose to auch a height that the 
screens were completely covered, no more fino particles 
were pushed through and the miscella also practically 
stopped coming through. Ihe screens would then have to 
be by-passed or the solvent cut off until the miscella 
level dropped to the lower part of the screens. l?et, 
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soggy flakee also tended to clog the aoreens* 
I^ata on the fines produced in the pilot plant are 
given in 'Xable 2. In runs 1 through B, miuoella containing 
20 per cent oil was filtered. Xhe cake averaged 20 per 
cent oil* In runs & throu^ 8 concentrated miscella con­
taining 80 per cent oil was filtered* 'ihe cake contained 
30 to 40 per cent oil. In all rar^ the beans were flaked 
aud allowed to dry to-'from 6 to 9 per cent moisture befort 
being run through the plant. 
liable 2 
Fines Obtained -ii'roffl Pilot Blant 
Eon 
no. 
Lb* fines 
(20'^ oil 
basis) 
Lb* soy­
beans 
fin^s as 
P 
beaks 
Lb. 
oil 
fines as 
% of oil 
Mesh 
screen 
1 5.25 850 0.^ 2 111 4.73 60 
2 9.0 650 1.^ 8 135 6.66 40 
3 3.75 400 o.j^  68 5.52 40 
4 8.25 875 0,^ 2 150 5.50 40 
5 5.0 500 i.po 90 5.55 60 
6 5.7 1792 0.32 300 1.90 40 
7 
. 
2532 0.38 400 2.40 40 
8 2.4 575 0.42 — - 40 
11 »dll.fe.te?mlaGella* Attempts were made 
at first to ellBixiate the necessity for filtering the oil# 
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Hhe falling film evaporator and stripping column osed by 
Kiroher (63) and MoCraoicen (68) were used in preliminary 
work. However, the tubes became badly fouled v^ith finos 
after a few runs and had to be cleaned* 
Dilute miacella was filtered v/ith a small Sparkler 
filter, v/hich had three plates 8 inches in diameter and 1 
inch deep# Tho filter was fed with a small Viking pump 
and worked very well at all times. It is ahown in Photo­
graph 2. 'J^he pressure remained well below 50 pounds per 
square inch until the filter was almost completely full. 
Circular sheets of paper iormed the filter medium. 
Capacity of the filter was about pounds of solvent-free 
fines. Before cleaning the filter was allowed to stand 
overnight, i'hen it ¥?as dismantled, the rather dry cake 
containing about EO per cent oil was readily removed and 
the paper filtering "mediam discarded. Ko fouling of the 
evaporator or stripping column was observed when using 
filtered miscella. 
Filtration of concentrated miscella. In the course 
of work on evaporation (described in the section on evaporation), 
it was found that connecting the rising film evaporator 
surge tank directly to the miscella outlet caused the mis­
cella to surge back and forth through the screens and 
decreased the amount of fines leaving the extractor. I'he 
fines obtained readily passed through the evaporator and 
Photograph 2. 
Sparkler filter Used in Pilot Plant 
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flash chamber, but they would not pass through the paoked. 
stripping oolamn. Therefore, it was decided to investi­
gate tho poasibility of filtering the conoenbrated miscella. 
The following? f&ctc were considered: 
Points in favor of filtering miscella before evapo­
ration. 
1. Lov.'er viscosity, 1.27 centipoises for a 21 per 
cent solution at 37.8° C. oompared to about 3.5 
centipoisea for an 80 per cent solution at 100° C. 
(60). 
£. Leas oil in the cake maiclng the filter easier to 
clean and the cake easier to handle. 
3. Ijo possibility of fouling the evaporator with 
fines. 
Points in favor of filtering concentrated (80 per 
cent oil) miscella. 
1. With the evaporator surge tank connected to the 
miscella outlet fewer fines are obtained. 
2. Onl.v a third as large a volume of liq^ uid has to 
be filtered. 
3. The gravity of the concentrated miscella, 1.00, 
is lower than that of the fines, 1.23, so that 
part of the fines can settle out in the filter. 
4. The vapor pressure of trichloroethylene at 30° C. 
in a solution containing 80 per cent oil is 25 mm» 
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of mercary compared, to 100 mm. for a 20 per cent 
eolation at the same temperature. IDherefore, 
less solvent will be lost by evaporation. 
5. I'he evaporator flash tank was several feet higher 
than the top of the stripping column, fhe filter 
could be placed between the two using gravity 
feed, eliminating the need for a pump, and making 
the entire system in more perfect dynamic equi­
librium. 
i'iltering concentrated misoella was tried with ex­
cellent results. 
A bag filter was at first considered but was not 
adopted because it was thought that other types of filters 
would have greater capacity and be more easily cleaned. 
'fhe small liweetland filter shown in Photograph 3 was 
installed about 6 feet below the bottom of bhe flash 
chamber* A U-bend was placed in the filtrate outlet line 
to serve as a trap to prevent steam from the stripping 
column from v/etting the filter cloth. iJuring a run of 
15 hours, 1792 pounds of beans were processed. At no time 
did the head of miscella esiceed 3 feet above the top of 
the filter. After the run air was blown through the filter 
to aid in draining off the oil and the filber allov/ed to 
stand for 24 hours. When the filter was opened, it was 
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foand that moat of the fines had settled oat filling the 
bottom fourth of the filter as shown in Photograph 3. 
About 6/6 of the oloth was covered with fines in a layer 
from l/a to 3/8 of an inch thick. JiVidentlj^ the filter 
would have ran mach longer before becoming fall enough to 
reduce the ratef of filtration, ^ix and a half pounds of 
fines containing 30 per cent oil were obtained. I'he cake 
had a density of 52 pounds per cubic foot. After the run 
the stripping column v/as opened and found to be clean. 
In view of the fact that for the last six hours of the run 
the good flakes were mixed with flakes containing con­
siderable fines made from old, dry beans, the low yield 
of fines 0.32 per cent of the weight of the beans on the 
SO per cent oil basis was considered remarkable* 
!Dhe Sweetland filter was replaced by the small 
laboratory size J^elly filter shown in Photograph 4. The 
filter contained three leaves covered with filter canvas 
and had an inside diameter of 8 inches, a length of 19 
Inches and a total filtering area of 2.9 sq.uare feet. 
A ran of 23 hours was made daring which time the filter 
operated under a head of 2 to 3 feet of concentrated miscella. 
Shis time the fil^ter was allowed to drain half a day and 
was then blown out with steam followed by air. J'ines 
filled the lower fourth of the filter and covered ail the 
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Photograph 3 
Sweetland ii'ilter Used in Pilot Plant 
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filter aurfaco to a s'epth of l/s of an inch.. Steaming 
made bhe cake stick to the cloth so it was harder to 
remove than asael. Eleven pounds of fines containing 
30 per cent oil were obtained from 25SB poande of flakes, 
a yield of 0,38 per cent of the v/eight of the beans on the 
20 per cent oil basis. Density of the cake was 59 pounds 
per cnbio foot. The Kelly filter operated as well ae 
I 
the Sweetland and was more easily cleaned so it was Dsed 
in all farther work on the pilot plant. Betv/een rans it 
was cleaned by removing the leaves and washing them In 
trichloroethylene. 
Commeroial plant filtration 
Por ose v/ith the Plainfield plant two homemade Kelly-
type filters were constructed. 3}he filtering medium 
consisted of six leaves, each leaf consisting of a canvas 
'V -• 
covered framework. The framework consisted of an upper 
pipe and a lower pipe inch) with heavy v/ire netting 
stretched between them, iihch of the pipes was fastened 
to and extended through a large plate which naade up the 
front of the filter. The upper pipes were capped and 
the lower ones were fastened to a header for removing the 
misoella. A casing made of sheet metal 36 inches long, 
24 inches wide, and 16 inches deep v/as suspended from 
" rollers in such a way that it could be moved forward to 
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Photograph 4 
View of Kelly filter Used in Pilot Plant and 
Top of Rising i'ilm Evaporator 
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cover the six loavos and be fastened to the front plate. 
The filters are shown in iPHa to graph 5. 
Mi3cella to be filtered entered through a hole in 
the top center of the front plate. A vent was plaoed 
aboat 4 inches from the top but was later moved to the 
very top of the easing when it was discovered that solvent 
saturated air was being trapped between the vent and the 
top of the easing causing the top of the filter cloth to 
rot. 
The filters were originally placed about 2 feet below 
the evaporator flash chamber so that the misoella cotild 
be filtered and ran into the stripping ooluian by gravity. 
Later the filters y;ere moved to the first floor, about 
10 feet below the flash chamber for the following reasons: 
1. To give more pressure so the length of the filtering 
cycle could be increased; E. Because the stripping column 
had been made taller and miacella had to be pumped into 
it anyway; 3. For ease and convenience in cleaning. 
Canvas filter cloths were used at first and were 
cleaned after the cake was removed by pumping solvent 
back through the l^ves until the filter was full. Later 
a special kind of "Soytex" filter cloth was used because 
it vi&B said to have a longer life and to be more easily 
cleaned. One set of "Soytex" filter cloths lasted for six 
months of continuous operation and was removed only because 
Photograph 5 
View of filters Used in -Commercial Plant, Bottom of 
Stripping Column, and oection of Extraction Chamber 
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improper venting oauaad them to rot at the top. Solvent 
was not pumped back through Oho leaves using the "Soytex" 
-
cloth. Instead the cake was scraped off and the clothB 
scrubbed Vv'ith brashes dipped in trichloroethyiene. 
Ordinarily a filter would run for two to four days 
using 13 to 14 per cent moisture beans at 15 tons a day. 
The head on the filter gradually rose until it reached 
the flash chamber 10 feet above the top of the filters. 
With good flakes, more ezperienoe in operating the filters, 
and perhaps the use of a little auxiliary pressure one 
filter could probably bo made to last for an entire 
T/eek*s run. 
'fhe low yield of fines obtained from the plant was 
most enooura<ging. 'i?he percentage of fines rt-nged from 
0.08 to 0.02 per cent of the weight of the beans on the 
basis of 20 per cent oii in the fines, averaging perhaps 
0.05 per cent. As in the pilot plant, most of the fines 
settled oat in the bottom of the filter rather than re^ 
maining in suspension and being deposited on the leaves. 
Oake thickness varied from a quarter of an inch to a very 
thin smear depending upon the moisture content of the 
beans and the original condition of the cloth. Corn in 
the beans was also blamed at times for stopping up the 
filter. The cake contained about 40-50 per cent oil. 
Screen analysis data on the filter oake obtained from 
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the Flainfield plant are given in I'able 3. 
Xable 3 
Screen Analysis of Soybean Filter Cake 
Mesh ia Retained Camalative 
(Jyler std.) jo retained 
35 0.32 0.32 
48 6.27 6.59 
60 9«28 15.87 
80 15*23 31.10 
100 11.45 42.55 
150 15.34 57.89 
200 19.93 77.82 
270 20.24 98 .06 
Passing 
270 1.94 100.00 
iDisposal of fines 
Two methods of disposal of the fines were tried. 
JPirst the fines were mixed with flakes entering the ex-
tractor in the ratio of 1 poand of fines to 100 poands 
of flakes* Of the fines which were added, 67 per cent 
passed out with the misoella and entered the filter* In 
another experiment fines were run through the flaking 
rolls along with the cracked beans in an attempt to press 
them into the flakes* £he flakes were screened on a 
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40 meah screen and foand to contain 11•£ per cent fines 
compared to 4*9 per cent for ordinary flakes* She 
additional amoant of fines screened was a large proportion 
of those added so this method was discarded. Speeding the 
fines back into the extractor with the flakes was not tried 
in the Plainfield plant* 
Reoommendationa 
a* A means of -cohtinaoasly scraping the cake from 
the filter shoald be tried* 
b* Filtering dilate miscella should be farther 
investigated* 
c* A type of preliminary filter other than 40 mesh 
screens on the mizcella outlets to keep more fines from 
leaving the extractor might be desirable. 
d* She ase of additional pressare on the filters 
might increase the length of filter cycles enoagh to be 
r 
economical* 
e* Some method for economic disposal of the fines 
shoald be sought* 
f. Banning the concentrated miscella through some 
kind of a settling chamber might increase the length of 
the filter cycle* 
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iiiVaporation 
galling film evaporator 
The evaporator ased at the beginning of this work 
was the same as that ased and described by Kircher (63) 
and McCraoken (68)* It consisted of a shell of 5-lnoh 
standard iron pipe containing 19 brass tabes 5 feet long 
(3/4 inch Mo. £0 B.W.Cr,). !l*he tubes were expanded 
into headers at the top and bottom of the shell. She 
tubes were carefully leveled across the top and the entire 
assembly was always kept perfectly vertical so the mis-
cella would run down all the tubes uniformly. Steam 
pressure need in the shell was 30 tc 40 pounds per sq^uare 
inch. Misoella entered at the top directly from the ex­
tractor, ran over an inverted cone, and ran down the 
tubes in thin films. Misoella at 30° C. containing 20 per 
cent oil could be concentrated to misoella at 110° 0. 
containing 60 per cent oil at a rate of 25 pounds of oil 
an hour. Under these conditions the heat transfer coeffi­
cient based on the inside area of the tubes was 8.0 B.t.u./ 
hr./aq.ft./° if. 
I'he stripping section used by Kircher and MoCracken 
was identical with the evaporating section and v;aB directly 
below it, the two being separated by a spool piece con-
tainizig the vapor outlet. vVhen it was found that the 
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strlpplng seotion was leaving solvent in the oil (see 
the following seotion on stripping), that section was 
used as an evaporator to supplement the upper section. 
Using the combined evaporators and steam at 40 pounds per 
square inch miscella could be concentrated to 80 per cent 
oil at a rate of 25 pounds of oil an hour. The combined 
evaporator did not darJcen the oil noticeably and might 
have been used had it not been replaced by a more efficient 
evaporator. 
Rising film evaporators 
Laboratory scale apparatus. The rising film prin­
ciple for evaporation of hexane from soybean oil-hexane 
solutions is being used in some of the more modern solvent 
plants. Research concerning the application of long tube 
rising film evaporators to trichloroethylene miscella 
was carried out at Iowa Stabe College and has resulted in 
rather unique designs and methods of operation. 
In connection with his senior research problem 
Eavlik (53) in 1944 found that a trichloroethylene-soybean oil 
solution could be concentrated using the rising film 
principle even with rather crude apparatus. Eavlik re­
fined his apparatus to that shown in iJig. 5. 'fhe column 
was made of two glass Liebig condensers fastened together 
with a short piece of rubber tubing, which held the 
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glass-to-glsas contact in place* fieaistance wire waa 
wound aroand the inner glass tube (9 idixi« in diameter) 
for a length of 6 feet 8 inches. The feed was kept at a 
constant head by a chicken-feeder type of arrangement; 
Preheating the feed aided somewhat probably becaase of the 
low heat transfer coefficient through the glass* JOata 
taken on this apparatus are plotted, in i'ig. 7* 'i?he rising 
film action could be seen in this apparatus and is described 
by Harlik as follows: \ 
"As the liquid boiled in the tube, a foam of 
variable thickness persisted above the surface* 
Above this foamy area each bubble gradually spread 
entirely across the tube until it became shaped like 
a fairly thick circular disc* '-The existence of this 
disc was possible because of sorface tension and be­
cause the pressure was slightly greater beneath it 
than it was on the upper side, j^ch disc was made 
up of a solution of oil and solvent, the solvent con­
stantly evaporating from both the top and bottom 
surfaces of the disc* S7aporation also took place 
from the liquid film adhering to the sides of the 
tube* The formation of the vapor pushed the diacs 
apart and since they originated at the bottom of the 
column, the diacs were pushed upward, fhe velocity 
of each disc was affected not only by the vapori­
zation of the solvent from the particular disc but 
also by the vaporization from every disc below it* 
Also, a slight additional expansion of vapor was 
caused by the decrease in pressure and increase in 
temperature as the disc moved up the tube, ^'or these 
reasons the velocity of the disc waa being constantly 
increased until it left the top of the tube*** 
In order to obtain better heat transfer the two 
vertical Liebig condensers shown in Fig* 6 were replaced 
by a. single length of 3/8-inch pipe 8 feet long. The 
pipe waa wrapped with a aingle thickness of asbestos paper. 
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th en with raalatanoe wire and then with three layers of 
asbestos paper* Shis apparatoa had a greater oapaolty 
than that shown In Fig. 6 and operated more smoothly. 
Concentrated mlsoella came oat of the top of the pipe 
In little gashes, which strook against the top of the 
flask. Data on this evaporator are given In Table 4. 
Xable 4 
Performance of Laboratory Scale rising IPllm i^porator 
Bate 
(lb. oil 
per hr.) 
Oil in prodact Bate 
(lb. oil 
per hr.) 
Oil in product 
1.91 60.9 1.63 63.5 
1.81 52.0 1.63 71.0 
1.79 56.7 1.53 8£.5 
1.73 69.0 1.46 73.5 
1.73 59.0 1.11 76.0 
1.73 56.0 1.10 84.0 
1.73 56.0 1.05 84.4 
1.73 56.0 
JTorty mesh fln^ were placed In the feed In the 
ratio of 14 grams of fines to 1.1 liters of feed. 37he 
fines tended to stop ap !the U-bend leading from the flash 
bottle bat left the 3/8-lnoh pipe perfectly clean. 
Pilot Plant scale rising film evaporators. The next 
evaporator constracted was that shown in fig. 8* The 
evaporator consiated of a single, vertical, i-lnch pipe 
Jacketed to a length of 12 feet with a l:i-lnch pipe. She 
oater pipe was lagged with 85 per cent magnesia insolation. 
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The top of the ir-inch pipe projected 3 Inches Into an 
Insalated flash chamber. 
At first the flash chamber consisted of a one ^ llon 
can and the feed tank of a ten gallon carboy* Later the 
can was replaced by a 20 inch by 10 inch diameter tank 
lying on its side and the ten gallon carboy by a 50 gallon 
tank. Miscella from the feed tank entered a S-inch pipe 
4 feet long, which served as a sorge tank, and ran 
throagh a ^-inch pipe to the evaporator. IThe evaporator 
woQld adjDst itself to different rates of feed by an in­
crease or decrease in the head of liaald in the sarge 
tazik. i'or experimental purposes the head was held con­
stant at certain levels by manaal operation of a needle 
valve controlling the rate of flow into the sorge tank. 
Ilata asing the apparatus described are sommariTEed in Xable 5. 
Xable 5 
Performance of Eising IPilm iilvaporator 
Made of i^-lnch Pipe 12 ii'eet Long 
Bate Oil in* Head 'Length*Steam preasare* Oil 
(lb. oil'prodact '(inches)*of ran'(lb«/sq. in.) 'in feed 
per hr.)* ' *(min.)' ' 
13.0 89 12.5 105 80 20 
13.9 87 17.5 45 75 20 
14.1 88 14.5 90 80 20 
15.5 83 16.0 90 77 20 
19. S 84 21.0 65 67 20 
21.0 76 25.5 85 77 20 
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The data In Table 5 show that soybean oil mlsoella 
may be oonoentrated from 20 per oent to 80 per oent oil 
at a rate of 20 poonds per hoar of oil aslng the apparataa 
desoribad«r The overall heat transfer coefficient baaed 
on the inside area was 54 B.^.a./hr•/sg.^ft*/'' W, 
Concentrated mlsoella left the evaporator at 136^ 0* 
The act ion taking place within the evaporator coold not 
be seen,, but it was nmoh more vigorous than that in the 
laboratory scale evaporators. Tapor and llgaid strack 
V 
the top of the fl&sh chamber with great force every zi 
seconds* As the vapor and liquid sported oat at one end» 
the contents of the sarge tank surged or "barped" back 
and forth#/ 
In an attempt to increase the capacity the evaporator 
was replaced by another i--j|.noh standard iron pipe jacketed 
to a length of 20 feet with l^-'inoh pipe* The flash 
chamber and sarge tank used on the evaporator jast de-' 
scribed were ased* The data in Table 6 show results of 
runs made using the longer evaporator* 
The data in Table 6 are somewhat erratic perhaps be-
caase the runs wore not long enough to reduce the effect 
of starting and stopping conditions* Nevertiieless, these 
data show that the capacity of the 20 fodt evaporator was 
not much greater than that of the i2 foot evaporator 
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QBlng i-^lnoh pipe. 
Sable 6 
Performance of Ki'sing 3film JiVaporator 
Made of Inch Pipe 20 feet Long 
Bate * 
(lb. oil' 
per hr. )• 
$ Oil in» 
product * 
1 
Head » 
(inches) ' 
1 
Length of * 
run (min.)* 
f 
Steam pressure* 
fIb./sq.in.) ' 
1 
"k Oil 
in f tec 
14.6 83 31 135 77 20 
17.0 84 21 115 74 20 
18.0 81 25 105 77 20 
18.0 86,6 36 110 78 20 
18 •9 86.4 3-6 100 74 20 
20.0 75 48 90 74 20 
20.1 76 42 90 76 20 
20.4 81.G 42 80 74 m 
20.6 86.6 36 85 78 20 
27.0 80.7 36 45 76 20 
The 20 foot evaporator woald concentrate miscella from 
20 to 80 per cent oil at a rate of 23 pounds of oil per 
hoar. She head repaired for a given rate of flow using 
the 20 foot pipe was higher than that required for a 1£ 
foot pipe as shown in Tables j5 and 6. This difference 
was dae mainly to the greater height to w^ch the liquid 
and vapor had to be pashedv It was also likely that in 
a iir-inoh pipe friction increa,sed so rapidly with increase 
in rate that even very high headja would not greatly in­
crease the capacity* 
At this «tage in the evaporator research a^ evaporator 
was connected to the pilot plant. This consisted of two 
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^-Inoh pipes jaoketed to a length of 20 feet and pro­
jecting 4 inches into the 20 inoh by 10 inch diameter 
flash chamber shov/n in Fig. 8. feed was introduoed 
directly from the extractor into a 3-inch pipe 4 feet long, 
which served as a Barge tank* !i^ vo ^-inch pipes 4 feet 
long fitted with gate valves ran from the surge tank into 
the evaporator tabes* Vapor was removed throagh a li--inoh 
pipe leading from the side of the flash tank to the con­
denser and fitted with a baffle plate. At first a separate 
condenser was ased for the evaporator, bat later the 
vapior was ran into the same condenser ased by the rest of 
the system with no apparent change in behavior. Con­
oentrated miscella ran oat the bottom of the flash chamber 
throQgh a U-bend trap to the filter* I'he apper part of 
apparatus is shown in Photograph 4. li!he evaporator was 
oversize for the pilot: plant beoaase it ahoald have been 
capable of handling over 40 pounds of oil an hour, while 
the plant produced only 26* When running with the plant, 
the evaporator concentrated miscella to from 76 to 84 per 
cent oil* 
She level of miscella in the surge tank varied from 
12 to 36 inches above the bottom of the steam jackets, 
usually remaining at about 14 inches* Whether the tubes 
flashed together or separately was not determined, but 
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at any rate flashing oooarred aboat erery tv/o aeobhdSy 
with an aooompanying sarge of about 3 inches in the surge 
tank. 
'fhe behavior of the system at the misoella outlets 
was guite interesting. She upper three-fourths of the 
aoreena (desoribed in the section on filtration) was 
covered with damp fines* which were not continually working 
through as usual. The misoella running out the lower 
fourth of the screens would run out, then temporarily 
reverse in direction/and then run but again due to 
pressure differences caused by the intermittent action of 
the evaporator. As air and vapor were pushed back out of 
the surge tank they entrained liquid which splashed upon 
the screens and kept them wet. iVen when good flakes 
were mixed with flakes made from old, dry beans the per­
centage of fines was low. It seemed that the action de­
scribed was the cause for the reduction of fines; however, 
this phase of the problem is still being investigated. 
Binoe the capacity of the evaporator could not be 
greatly increased by making it taller, it was decided to 
try using a larger pipe* A i-inch standard iron pipe 
jacketed to a length of 11 feet 3 inches was available 
and was used for the purpose. 'Xhe apparatus was similar 
to that shown in Fig. 8. feed entered a surge tank made 
of 3-inoh pipe in which the head was kept as nearly constant 
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as possible. Miscella ran from the sarge tank into the 
evaporator through a horizontal ^-Inch pipe» 'JDhe flash 
chamber was a can 2S inohes by IS inches in diameter lying 
on its side. Solvent vapor was carried by a l-inch pipe 
to a l^ -inch copper coil immersed in cooling water. i)ata 
for this evaporator are given in 'Xable 7. 
Cable 7 
Performance of Hising ii'llm Mlvaporator 
Made of l-Inch Pipe 
Bate ' /a Oil in* Head * Length of * Bteam pressure* fo Oil 
(lb. oil* product *( inches)'run (min»)* (Ib./sti.in.} 'in feed 
per hr.)* * * ' * 
30.0 82 16 108 73 20.0 
32. 7 79 16 60 30 20.0 
34.5 84 16 85 68 22.0 
39.7 78 12* 90' 19.1 
41.6 62 22 60 72 20.6 
46.6 83 22 • 74' 83 22.4 
47.4 79 28 60 78 20.0 
51.6 71 28 • 60 '«•«» 20.0 
57.9 72 34 60 80 21.0 
61.4 89 22 105 88 30.0 
52 .0 92 26 95 85 40.0 
'Miscella preheated to 60° 0. 
When concentrating 40 pounds per hour of oil from a 
20 per cent to an BO per cent solution the overall heat 
transfer coefficient based on the Inside area was 68 B^ |i.u./ 
hr./sq..£t./<^ ]p. with the steam pressure at 75 pounds per 
square inch. Preheating the misee11a gave no advantages 
which could not be obtained by raising the head somewhat. 
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Usaally the surge tank was placed 4 feet from the 
evaporator, bat this distance could be decreased to 14 
Inches without having vapor back up Into the tank* The 
evaporator flashed every three seconds and the temperatore 
In the flash chamber was aboot 135^ C. Mlsoella containing 
30 or 40 per cent oil produced sorges of only about « Inoh 
In the sorge tank compared to 2 or 3 Inches using £0 per 
cent mlsoella. The more concentrated mlsoella would 
stop going through the evaporator at all If the head 
dropped much below the values shown In Table 7. 
The 1-lnch pipe had roughly four times as large a 
oroas sectional area as the |--lnch pipe but was handling 
only twice as much mlsoella. This was expected becao^e 
the heating area was twice as great. Eowever, the 1-inoh 
pipe should handle four times as much mlscella as the 
^-Inch pipe before the vapor velocity would become as 
great. Therefore, it was decided to leave the diameter at 
1 inoh and increase the height considerably for the 
commercial plant. 
Commercial plant evaporation 
For the commercial extraction system an evaporator 
made of six 1-lnch pipes jacketed to a length of 17 feet 
and placed side-by-side was constrocted. ^'rom the bottom 
of the jacketed pipes (tubes) six 1-inch horizontal pipes 
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4 feet long oonneoted Into the bottom of a aarge tank* 
The aarge tank was 4 feet high, £6 inohea long, and 4 
inches wide and was placed directly below the misoella 
outlets* From the top of the tabes six 1-inoh long sweep 
elbows ran directly into the front of the flash chamber* 
The flash chamber was 18 inches high, 30 inches wide, and 
4 feet long* A baffle arrangement was placed inside the 
flash chamber to redace entrainment of lig.aid particles 
by the vapor* A 6-inch vapor line led from the front of 
the flash chamber jast above the tabe inlets* Concentrated 
misoella was withdrawn from the bottom of the flash chamber 
through a U-bend trap and ran directly into a filter* 
When the evaporator was first tested it was observed 
that the tubes flashed separately* iiiven so, a pronounced 
surgizig effect took place in the surge tank* The misoella 
had a tendency to flow intermittently through the screens 
due to the rachet drive on the extractor* When misoella 
was run through the screens with the extractor turned off, 
it was observed that surging affected the flow much less 
than in the pilot plant* This decrease in the amount of 
surging may have been due to the cQshionixig effect of the 
air and vapor in the large chambers enclosing the misoella 
outlets in the commercial plant* Whether, then, the surging 
effect produced by connecting the evaporator directly to 
the misoella outlets was in part responsible for the 
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extremely lov; percentage o£ fines obtained in tlie commercial 
plant was not determined conolasively. 
With the plant processing from 8 to 10 tons of beans 
a day, all six evaporator tabes were used at first. When, 
after aboat three months, the degree of conoentration fell 
from 83 to 75 per cent the tabes were opened and foand to 
be covered inside with a layer of fines and hardened oil. 
This fooling was believed to have been oaased by their 
running dry part of the time; so after they were cleaned 
three were cat oat of the system. As an additional pre-
oaation, steam was cat off the tabes every time the plant 
had to be shot down. 'j)hree tubes had sufficient capacity 
to handle the plant at rates ap to 1£ tons of beans a day. 
32hey kept themselves well flashed and rarely had to be 
cleaned* Cleaning consisted of ronning an aager down throagh 
the pipes to remove the bullc of the deposited material and 
loosen the remainder* 
When concentrating the oil from 12 tons of beans a 
day (4,200 pounds) in miscella containing 20 per cent oil 
to miscella containing 80 per cent oil, with 95 poands 
per S(ioare inch of steam on the jackets, and miscella 
entering at 110° F. and leaving at 280° i''., the evaporator 
had an overall heat transfer coefficient based on the inside 
area of 55 ii.t.a./hr•/Bq.ft./° B"'. 
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Beoommendatlona for farther etody 
a« The optimum height, diameter, and steam pressare 
for operation of a rising film evaporator for soybean 
oll-triohloroethylene solations should be further in­
vestigated* 
b* Tilore concentrated miscella may be prepared for the 
paoked colamn by recircDlating part of the miscella from 
the flash chamber back through the evaporator. If such 
practice would not deteriorate the q.nality of the oil, 
a saving in steam could be realized* 
c. A cyclone separator type of flash chamber might 
give better results than a rectangular box. 
d. The evaporators should be installed in such a 
manner that they could be drained and cleaned without 
shutting down the plant. They should be made of very 
smooth pipe for ease in cleaning. 
e. The effect of the surging action upon the amount 
of fines produced in the plants should be studied further. 
Stripping 
Preliminary stripping 
IJarly in this research the falling film stripping 
column used by Eii'cher (63) and MeOracken (68) was used 
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In a large number of runs. She column woriced well except 
for the faot that the'tubes gradually became foaled with 
fines unless the miscella was filtered# Another trouble 
with the stripping section waa that unless an excessive 
amoant of steam waa nsed in stripping, the oil contained 
from B to 4.per cent solvent when running at a rate of 
25 pounds of oil an hour. 
After the rising film evaporator was developed, the 
column waa run in a different manner. Concentrated mis­
cella from the evaporator containing 80 per cent oil was 
run into the upper section of the column. Steam was blown 
into the stripping section and both sections were steam 
heated. Oil samples taken during a run showed 0.8, 0.6, 
and 0.2 per cent solvent. The latter percentage was ob­
tained only by turning on so much steam that part of the 
oil was entrained by the vapor. 
Disk stripper 
A stripping apparatus oirailar in construction to the 
Porrion type of evaporator was made in hopes that it 
would handle fines and strip the oil completely, 'fhe 
stripper consisted of a series of sheet metal ftisks 
partially (about l/s) submerged in miscella and enclosed 
in a tight metal box heated on the underside by Meker 
burners. Construction data v;ere as follows: 
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Metal box 6k inches bv 7i inches by 6 feet 
Diameter of disks 6 1/8 inohes ; 
ISfamber of disks per shaft 15 
ITamber of shafts 8 
Size of motor h.p. 
Speed redaoer home made 
Speed at redacer S2 r.p.m. 
Xhe stripper is shown in M'ig, 9* Misoella fed to the 
stripper was made ap to approximate that whioh ooold be 
obtained from the old stripping oolomn consisting of 
brass tabes sarroanded by a steam Jacket* The feed was 
preheated to 110 to 130^ C., and the entire apparatus 
except for the underside v/as lagged* i)uring the first 
few runs heat was supplied by the Meker burners at saoh 
a rate that the temperature of the prodact ranged froa 
150 to 166° 0* At such temperatares the solder holding 
the disks to the shaft melted* !Dhe data in ifable 6 
were taken after the disks had been securely bolted to 
the shaft* The temperature^f the prodact then ranged 
from 120 to 120° G. 
2able 8 
Performance of I^isk ii^tripping Apparatus 
ffeed rate 
(Ib./hr.) 
Xrl, in 
product 
Steain rate 
(ib./hr.) 
Speed at disks 
(rev./min.) 
Tri. in 
feed 
20-25 0*4 25*6 2*0 
27 0*4 14 64 £.0 
28 0*25 14*4 40 2*0 
30 0*1 12 40 2.0 
. 31*8 0.3 12*1 40 2*0 
33*6 0.45 14*5 25*6 2*0 
26 0*4 10 25.6 6*0 
I 
fieductn^  ^ ec/f 
Motor 
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•"94— 
[fJid apparatus probably stripped tiie oil better at 
40 revolations per minute than at 64 beoaaae oentrlfugal 
foroa threw off muoh of the^ oil film on the dlaks* iit 
ratea of apeed below 40 revolutions per minate the oil 
was ezpoaed less freq.Qently to the gaseous phase consisting 
mainly' of stripping steam. The oil was darkened consider­
ably by overheatine and was not stripped completely in 
any ran. 
A strip of sheet metal 1 inch by 2 inches when dipped 
into oil at 120° 0. removed an average of 0*28 grams of 
oil each time it was lifted oat« By direct proportion a 
piece of sheet metal v/ith an area of one 3g,aare foot 
should remove 7.92 grams. A stripping apparatus made 
of 120 disks 6 inches in diameter has an area of 47•£ 
sguare feet. If 30 per cent of the area v^ere submerged, 
33.0 square feet would be exposed at any given time 
covered with 0.575 pounds of oil. With oil travelling at 
25 pounds per hoar through.the apparatus each particle of 
oil could be exposed in a thin film for 1.38 minutes. 
Stoneware atrlpplna column 
After it became apparent that no simple type of 
stripping apparatus capable of handling fines was Immodi-. 
ately forthcoming, it was decided to compromise and develop 
a column which would strip filtered mlscella. Steel was 
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rather isoaroe at the time; eo the first eolumu was made 
o£ stoueware-
Zwo straight sections of 6-inch stoneware e^er 
tile were surmoanted by a section the same size with a 
side outlet* Pipe outlets in the upper end were made 
through wood plates sealed into place with a mixture of 
litharge and glyoerin. Joints between tile were packed 
with oakuin then ooyered with cement* -^t first the lower 
end was open but could be sealed by placing it in a bucket 
of oil* She apparatus is shown in Ji'ig* 10* 
iDhe lower feet of the column was packed with l-inch 
Haschig rings while the upper 1 foot was packed with 
3/4-inoh rings deposited at random* A 3/4-inch pipe 
connected to a 90 pounds per sq.uare inch steam line ran 
vertioally through th^ column to supply additional heat* 
Stripping steam was obtained by throttling 90 pound steam 
with globe valves* A burner was provided so that the 
miscella could be heated* Xhe condenser was made of coils 
of s/s-inch copper tubing immersed in a^water bath* 
Jiuring the first ran it was found that the I'fivel of 
oil in the bucket could not be raised sufficiently high 
to keep steam from bubbling out* Xhis difficulty was 
overcome by packing the lower end of bhe column v/ith 
cotton v/aste, which was sufficiently porous to allov/ oil 
to run out but offered enough resistance to keep steam 
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from coming oat. In spite of the heating pipe down the 
middle of the column, about eight pounds of steam an hour 
condensed and ran out with the oil* (Dhis mixture in 
contact v/ith the hot pipes at the bottom had a tendency 
to foam. Therefore, three coils of copper tubing through 
which cooling water circulated were placed inside the 
top of the bucket. 2&cept in extreme cases (when the 
bucket was heated strongly with a burner) the coils 
broke down the foam sufficiently to prevent it from over­
flowing. 
After the first few runs one vertical crack appeared 
in each of the three sections of pipe. These were sealed 
somewhat with stripe of wood over asbestos gaskets. 
However, steam still escaped through the cracks and around 
the wood disks in the topcolumn^ Attempts to 
seal these cracks were unsuccessful. Increasing the size 
of the vapor outlet would have helped by reducing presaur© 
at the top of the column. 
Feed was made up by adding trichloroebhylene to oil 
and was of the strength that could easily be produced by 
the falling film evaporator and stripping column. In 
color and appearance the (laality of the oil was satis­
factory. However, it always contained a considerable 
amount of water. : !Ehis water settled within a few hours 
leaving clear oil at the top. jOespite the low heat transfer 
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coefficient of the tile, the oataide of the ooluma wau 
quite.^ot during the runa. certain amoant of conden­
sation might in some oases be oseful for throwing oat 
phosphatides and stripping last traces of solvent from 
the oil* Xhis being the case, the worst defect of the 
stoneware stripping column was its tendency to crack* 
As £hov;n in IDable the column would strip 15 pounds 
per hoar of oil containing E per cent trichloroethylene 
to 0.1 per cent or less solvent. It would strip 15 
pounds per hour of oil containing 4 per cent solvent to 
O.E per cent or less. !l]his performance was better than 
that of the disk: stripper; so viork on packed columns 
was continued. 
3!a,ble 9 
Performance of Stoneware Stripping Column 
" Iri. in Steiara to Steam condensed Iri. in 
product condenser in oil 
(Ib./hr.) 
feed 
ill 
8.5 
9 
9.5 
0.00 
0.05 
0.3 
0.1 
0.2 
7 
; 7.5 
11 
9 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
12 
15 
17 
17 
17 
20 
£4 
0.05 
0.5 
0.1 
0.1 
0.0 
10 
8 
40 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
16 
16 
16 
0.3 
0.2 
0.6 
7 
7 
8 
8 
8 
8 
4.3 
4.£> 
11 
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Packed oolamns operated above 100^ ^  
Qolanme with Geramlo paoklng* A etrlpplng oolamn 
was conetraoted of an 8-inch standard iron pipe 9 feet 
long. The oolumn was flanged at each end and oovered 
with 2 inches of 85 per cent magnesia insulation. 
iPhe oolamn t^s to be operated above 100^ C* so it 
v/as necessary to sapply additional heat* !i!hiB heat was 
sapplied by a rather aniqae design whioh eliminated the 
necessity for expansion joints* Foor l-inoh pipes placed, 
in a 4^ inch diameter circle projected through the bottom 
plate and ap to within 6 inches of the top of the oolamn* 
The pipes were welded closed at the top and connected to 
tees at the bottom* Within these 1-inoh pipes were 
placed foor s/s-inch pipesi whioh were open at the top 
and connected to a steam fine at the bottom* Steam 
entered the 3/6~inch pipes., rose in them until it reached 
the top, descended the 1-inch pipes, and passed oat the 
side oatlets of the l-inoh tees as condensate* 
Stripping steam entered the bottom of the oolamn and 
was distributed through a perforated cross* Vapor left 
the oolamn through a S-inch tee at the top and passed 
i»liroagh a long sweep elbow to a condenser* i'eed was 
introdaced through a s/s-inoh pipe projecting through the 
tee in the top. 'J?he column is shown in £*ig* 11* 
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Tiie ooluma was first filled 2/4 full of 3/4-iiioh 
BaacJiig rixiga and l/4 full of 1-incii rings because not 
enough of either were available to fill the oolaouia 
Miacella was made up by adding triohloroethylene to 
oil obtained from the pilot plant and previously stripped* 
It was pumped into the top of the oolaton at room temperature* 
Steam pressure on the pipes was usually 60 pounds per 
square inch. j}ata tajcen on several runs are summarized 
in aJable 10. I'hese data are rather erratic and are of 
value mainly as an indication of the amount of stripping 
steam required. Huns ranged from 8^ to 4 hours in length* 
She oil rates given are those at which the oil waa com­
pletely stripped* '-The capacity of the column using the 
I^achig rings was not determined accurately but was be­
lieved to be in the neighborhood of 100 pounds of oil per 
hoar when using 60 pounds of stripping steam an hour* 
Sable 10 
Column Packed with 2/4 and l-Inch Rasohig Hings 
2?ri. in feed ( i i>) Peed rate (lb. oil/hr.J 
Stripping steam 
(Ib./hr.) 
Lb 
per 
• oil 
lb* steam 
2 50 19 2.62 
4 70 21 2.22 
10 60 27 1*65 
IS 60 21 2*86 
14 50 £1 2.28 
16 40 27 1.48 
20 • 44 27 1.62 
26 28 21 1.81 
20 45 28 1*60 
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In an attempt to inoreaae the oapaoity of the paoked 
oolamn the 3/4 and 1-inoh iHasohig rings were replaced 
by Berl saddles* 'fable 11 shows results of runs made 
using the saddles* Aithoagh the saddles were not quite 
as efficient as the smaller rings, they had a higher 
oapaoity and oaased less pressure drop throagh the colamn* 
K/hen foaled with fines the coluxnn was boiled oat with a 
6 per cent oaastic solution, and occasionally the packing 
was removed and washed with a stream of water* The Berl 
saddles were more easily cleaned than the ^ sohig rings* 
'fable 11 
Column Packed with .1-Inch Berl ^Saddles 
IPri* in Feed rate Stripping Lb. oil Length Steam 
feed (lb* oil/ steam per lb* of run pressore 
hr.) - - . . . T 
5 120 66*5 1.80 2k . 40 
10 120 63 1.90 3 1/6 40 
15 111 es.s-"' 1.76 3 i / e  35 
20 116 63*5 1*83 3 40 
20 120 62 1.93 2 55 
20 100 . 66 1*52 4 35 
30 97 63*5 1.53 zk 40 
18* 120 62 1*93 is- 40 
*Ban in combination with extraction plant 
Spiral weave wire packing* imong the numerous types 
of materials investigated for possible use as tower packing 
are metal cloth and i|piral weave wire. 
Yilbrandt (112) investigated hose knitted copper 
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rlbbona (24 gage oopper) in a stoneware tower* He oomj;>ared 
1-inoh Baaohig ringa with the wire oloth oaed alone and 
with a babble-oap colamn aaing water and air for flow 
atadiea. He foand that the knit packing alone gave 
alightly higher Marphree plate efficienoiea than the 
biibble-oap alone and lower than the opmbination. Skow 
(101) teated apiral weave metallic oloth aa a packing 
agent in reotifioation and found that the material was 
aa good aa any yet teated* 
Spiral weave wire aa a packing for aoybean oil 
stripping oolamns waa atadied in a colamn conatracted 
by Pavlik (87)* The column conaiated of a Si^-inch atandard 
iron pipe 10 feet long containing a 3/4-inch heating 
pipe, which reached to within 8 inches of the top of the 
colamn* Vapor left the colomn throagh a lir-inch pipe 
connected to the aide outlet of a tee at the top of the 
colamn* Miacella was fed into the coluion by gravity* 
Stripping steam entered throagh a small pipe projecting 
3 inches above the bottom plate* Oil left the colamn 
throagh a U-bend which aerved aa a trap to keep ateam 
from blowing out* The colamn waa lagged with 85 per cent 
magneaia inaalation* It ia ahown in 12• 
One section of eight meah reinforced spiral weave 
wire 9 feet wide waa wound aroand the heating pipe to form 
a coil 9 feet long and the entire anit placed in the 
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33-0inch pipe. 
ffeed oonaisting of a solation containing 20 per oent 
triohloroetbylene and 80 per cent soybean oil was fed into 
the Qolamn, Table 12 shows the performance of the colamn. 
Heating steam at 80 pounds per square inch gaage was 
used in all the runs. The greatest trouble experienced 
with the apparatus was in preventing oil from being oarried 
out the vapor line by the stripping steam. Xhe oil obtained 
iable 12 
Ooiamn iPacfced with Spiral Weave Wire 
Iri. in 
feed 
135) 
ffeied rate 
(lb. oil 
per hr.J 
Stripping 
steam 
(Ib./hr.) 
Lb. oil 
per lb. 
steam 
Width of 
wire 
(ft.) 
I' eed 
'femp. 
0 0 V • 
20 32 8 4.00 6k 60 
20 20 5.5 5.45 && room 
20 40, 6.6 6.06 6 ro om 
20 9.2 4.90 6 room 
20 50 10.Q 4.63 6 room 
v/as darkened considerably by overheating. However, the 
spiral weave wire gave better efficiencies than either 
the mixtare of sA and l-lnch flaschig rings or 1 inch 
Berl saddles. 
Pevioe for breaking emulsions 
Development of apparatus. Grade soybean oil contains 
phosphatides which are excellent emulsifying and foam 
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prodooing agents. These phoaphatides are aolable in dry 
oil bat insoloble in wet oil. I'hey absorb moisture, 
swell up, and settle out as foots, when oil containing 
these phoaphatides is heated to 100^ 0. or higher in the 
presence of even a small amount of water, & large amount 
of very stable foam is produced as the water boils out* 
i'oaming in stripping operations may be reduced by 
several processes. One method ia to use a gas such as air 
for stripping. However, this method is not praetioabie 
beoaase of the difficulty of removing solvent vapor 
from the air. Another method is to use steam as the 
stripping medium and never heat the oil above 100*^  0. 
In this case the oil has to be separated from water and 
phosphatides. Usually the best method is to use dry 
stripping steam and keep all parts of the column above 
100° 0. 
In the operation of stripping columns at Iowa State 
College it was found to be quite difficult to prevent all 
foaming and thus prevent any entrainment of oil by the 
steam. I'he presence of even a small iamount of colloidally 
dispersed oil in steam and solvent vapor caused trouble­
some emulsions to form on condonsation. These emulsions 
contained solvent and were no stable and heavy that at 
times they even clogged the condenser- If they passed 
through the condenser, they could not be broken by letting 
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them atiaud for reasonable length of time so they 
passed oat the overflow carrying solvent from the solvent-
water separator. 
In ezperifflentB with emalsions it was foand that they 
ooald be formecl in test tabes by shaking a mixtare of 
water and triohloroethylene or hexane with extracted 
soybean oil or with finely divided solids sooh as powdered 
oharooal, Faller's earth, phenolphthalein, magnesiam, 
manganese dioxide, or soybean meal. With soybean meal 
a mixture of l/s water and zl'6 triohloroethylene gave an 
emulsion in the water layer. A mixtare of 2/3 water and 
1/3 triohloroethylene gave a very heavy emulsion in the 
solvent layer. 
!l!he emulsions obtained from the stripping columns in 
this work were in the water layer and contained 2 to 10 
per cent solvent. The most effective methods of breaking 
the emulsions were to add calcium chloride and agitate 
or to heat the emulsions until the solvent boiled off* 
It was reasoned that if the heavy emalsions could 
be broken by heating the mixtures until the solvent 
boiled off, they could be eliminated by the reverse 
process: that is by condensing the bulk of the water 
before condensing the solvent and remaining water. 
Coming from the stripping column there were about four 
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poondB of Bteam per poand of solvent* Sinod trlohloro-
ethylene and water steam distill in the ratio of 12*4 
parts of triohloroethylene to one part of water, the 
balk of the steam coald be condensed easily without con­
densing any of the solvent* 
'fhis prooedare was tried as ins the apparatus shown 
in Fig. 13. Srom 3/4 to 5/6 of the water was condensed 
in the partial condenser* It was foand that although 
the amount of emulsion produced was greatly reduced some 
was still present in that p^rt of the water condensed 
in the final condenser* 
Apparatus similar to that shown in Pig* 14 was 
constructed so that the emulsion f'ormed in the final 
oondenaer could be run back into the tank where heat 
from the cond&nsing.steam revaporized all the solvent in 
the emulsion* 'J7he final condenser was placed vertically 
to eliminate any possibility of having the tubes clogged 
by emulsion* Xhe hot w^ater (85-96^ C*J leaving the re-
boiler tank contained 0*1 per cent oil and even less 
trichloroethylene than is soluble in water at room 
temperature* Clean solvent passed out the bottom of 
the separator tank* 
This type of deonulsifier was added to the commercial 
plant and found to work very well* Xhe system put very 
little back pressure on the packed column and was found 
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to be very flexible and easily controlled* 
gg-fctlier stadies on emalaion formation« In order to 
farther stady foam and eanlsion formation the apparatus 
shown in ii'is* 16 was oonstrooted* IDhe glass tabing was 
1 and 13/I6 inches in diameter and 4 feet long paoked 
to within 4 inohes of the top with i^-inoh oarbon Basohig 
rings. Both wet and dry steam were ased for stripping. 
The lonly noticeable difference in their behavior was that 
wet steam stripping gave an oil containing a considerable 
amoant of water* 
When enough oiX was ran into the colamn to wet the 
rings and steam passed throogh it, a cloady white 
emalsion was formed in the condenser beginning at colamn 
temperatores of 136° 0. As the colamn temperature was 
raised the eoiolsion became thicker antil at 170° 0. the 
condenser was completely clogged by a thick white gel. 
IhiB gel would break on prolonged standing or on heating 
or stirring to give a large amount of water with a tiny 
bit of oil~like material floating on top. 
When oil was centinuoasly run into the column, 
little emulsion was formed unless the oil was preheated 
to almost 170° C. ihren then the amount of emulsion was 
less than when no oil was being added. Xhe only effect 
of adding trichloroethylene to the oil was to make the 
gel somewhat thinner when appreciable amounts of tri> 
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ahloroethylene were added* 
Scpeller oil from which most of the lecithin had been 
removed gave only a slight amount of emulsion even at 
170° C* When oommeroial lecithin was added to the ex-
peller oil, the emalsion vras about the same ds that 
obtained with freshly extracted oil. 
£'rom these stodies it is evident that in addition 
to emalsion formed by entrainment of oil in steam dis­
cussed in the preceeding section emulsions may also be 
formed by steam distillation of a substance from soybean 
oil at temperatures above 135® C» The emulsion is formed 
in the condenser used for condensing the stripping 
steam and solvent. It seems likely that this substance 
is obtained from the phosphatide portion of the oil. 
Stripping column behavior in commercial plant 
The stripping column used in the commercial plant 
consisted of two range boilers with the ends cut off 14 
inches in diameter and 6 feet long welded together 
lengthwise and filled with l~inch Berl saddles. Eeat 
was supplied by eight vertical 1-inch pipes placed on a 
10 inch diameter circle inside the column. Inside the 
1-inch pipes were 3/8-inch pipes through which the steam 
entered. The 1-inch pipes were connected to a condensate 
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header and the s/s-lnoh pipes to a steam header at the 
bottom o£ the oolamn. i'he column was lagged with Z inches 
of 66 per cent magnesia insalation. After a few runs 
the height of the columns was increased to 14 feet, 
packed to 12 feet* 
Stripping steam entered through slots cut in the 
underside of a cross at the bottom of the column. 
Steam and solvent vapor left the column through a 
6-inch vapor line at the top of the column. Stripping 
steam at atmospheric pressure was dried by passing it 
through a pipe jacketed with high pressure steam* 
Concentrated miscella containing 80 per cent oil 
was stripped completely of solvent in the column. Mis­
oella at first was run directly into the column from the 
filters by gravity. Ihis miscella had a temperature of 
about 110° 0. Later the height of the column was extended 
to 14 feet and at the same time the filters were lowered. 
Mispella then ran from the filters into a 50 gallon tank 
from which it was pumped into the column. (Phis misoella 
had cooled to about 90® 0. before it reached the top of 
the column. When an attempt was made to run without re­
heating it to above 100° 0., the entire top of the packing 
was filled with lecithin. Using reheated misoella no 
farther trouble with phosphatides being deposited in the 
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oolamn. was experienced* 
Beating ateam was supplied to the l-inch pipes at 
30 to 40 poands per sqaare inch gaage. Oil left the oolumn 
at 115 to 136° Oi For completely removing all solvent 
from 150 to 180 poands of oil per hour aboat one poand 
of steam per pound of oil was required* 
Three types of distributors were tried* At first 
the misoella overflowed from a pan 8 inches in diameter* 
'ihe pan was removed when it was suspioioned that it was 
not overflowing uniformly and was causing added entrain-
ment of the oil* A five point distributor was nezt used 
bnt was abandoned because the holes sometimos became 
plugged* A center point feed was finally used because it 
was very reliable and consistent in its behavior even 
though it was realized that such a feed was not the most 
efficient. 
Steam requirements in stripping operat ions 
The amount of steam req.aired to strip trichloro-
ethylene from soybean oil can be calculated by assuming 
a vaporization efficiency* Typical feed to a column would 
consist of a solution containing 80 per cent oil at 110° C* 
The vapor pressure of trichloroethylene above this solution 
may be calculated by Henry's law (31) 
106 
p = 74X( 
100 
where 
p is the partial pressore of trichloroethylene 
in fflillimeters of meroary 
t is the temperatare in ^  £*• 
X is the mol fraotion of triohloroethylene 
in the liqaid^i;^ 
Using this law the partial pressure of triohloroethylene 
V 
woald be 458 millimeters of meroary* Measamer (73) 
found experimentally that the vapor pressure of triohloro­
ethylene above saoh a solution was 4£2 millimeters of 
mere ary• 
Using the value of 4£2 millimeters of meronry and a 
vaporization effioienoy of 50 per oent, the pounds of 
ateam per pound of triohloroethylene leaving the column 
would be 
fM9) jia) , 
(21l) lisij 
Since four pounds of oil enter the column for every pound 
of triohloroethylene, the pounds of steam per pound of oil 
would be 0.357 7 4 x 0.09. 
Shis amount of ateam ia far below the one pound of steam 
per pound of oil used in the oaoamercial plant, the 0.5 
to 0«6 pounds of steam used in the pilot plant column 
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paoked with Berl saddles and the 0.125 to 0*16 potinds of 
steam per poand of oil obtained from the colamn packed 
with spiral weave wire. So strip the 11 pounds of oil 
obtained from a bashel of soybeans in the commercial plant 
costs only 0.5 cents* Nevertheless, savings shoald be 
made whenever possible withoat sacrificing good operating 
behavior. 
Recommendations 
a. The disk stripper could be changed in several 
ways to make it more efficient. J)lviding the lower section 
into compartments would prevent short circuiting of the 
lig.ald. Using internally heated disks or using stiaeegeea 
to remove the oil from the disks should increase, the 
efficiency. Increased surface could be obtained by potting 
the disks closer together or making the stripper longer. 
b. Columns capable of handling fines such as those 
containing porous plates should be further examined. 
c. A smaller size of saddles, a different type of 
packing, or a taller colamn might increase stripping 
efficiency. 
d. 3!he best method of distributing feed into the 
column should be sought. 
e. A steam jacket for heating shoald give better 
temperature control, give less local overheating of the 
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oil, and oaase lesa cli^neling than the vertical steam 
pipes. 
. The possibility of running the oolunui ander a 
vaoaam should be considered* 
By properly controlling operating conditions of 
the stripping oolamn it shonld be possible to obtain a 
I 
better gaality of oil. It also might be possible to 
prevent the formation of emalsiona-
iDrying and Coasting 
Preliminary data 
])rying rate stadies v(,^^e made asing the apparatus 
shown in fig* 16* A 250 ml. three^necked flaslc was fitted 
with a stirrer made of six pieces of piano wire pro­
jecting through a i^-inch shaft. 
Flakes were prepared for drying tests by being 
extracted to an oil, content of 1 per cent with trichloro-
ethylene. The moisture content of the flakes was varied 
toy allowing them to stand over water in a closed container 
or heating them in an oven at 60® Op 
Plakes and solvent were added to the flask, the 
stirrer was started, and the oil bath raised until the 
flask was immersed. Immediately after immersion the 
t^perature of the oil bath fell fi'om 170° 0. to 150-155® G. 
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'j?he bath was heated at such a rate that the temperature 
rose 1*^ C» a minate ant 11 165*^ U« was reached* £heii the 
bath was held at that temperatare* The oil bath was not 
stirred* 
Solvent and water vapor leaving the flask were con­
densed and collected in a gradoated oyllnder* ll^he amoant 
of water held ap In droplets on the walls of the condenser 
was estlEoated at different stages of the ran and determined 
at the end of the ran by being taken Dp In absorbent 
cotton and weighed* 
In i'ig* 17 Is shown the variation of meal temperatare 
and solvent distilled with the length of time after 
heating started* She flask contained 51 grams (SB ml*) 
of solvent and 45 grams of 8*90 per cent moisture meal* 
I'he meal was not stirred* I'he slight hamp In the carve 
joat after the meal reached 80° C* was obtained In many 
runs* The meal may have been slightly superheated at the 
start or its thermal conductivity may have decreased 
after evaporation started* Moat of the solvent was evapo­
rated before the meal reached the boiling point of '^rl-
ohloroethylene, 87° C*, and practically all of It evaporated 
before the meal reached 100° C* 
In the next experiment 50 grams of extracted soybean 
flakes oontalnlng different percentages of moisture were 
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heated with 60 grams {04<£ ml*) of trlohloroethylene 
I * 
without being stirred. I'he rate of evolution of triohloro-
ethylene and water are shown in Fig* 18* Solvent was 
still being given off 26 minates after heat was applied# 
Flakes containing 18.5 per oent moistare gave Dp tri-
chloroethylene somewhat more rapidly than flakes with 
lower ffloistnre contents* Saoh behavior might be explained 
toy the fact that 50 grams of high moistare content flakes 
contained less solid matter through which the solvent had 
to diffuse than drier flakes* 'JChe thermal conductivity 
of the wetter flakes also should be higher. On the other 
hand .one would expect that the greater amount of moisture 
being evaporated from the wetter flakes would, be evaporated 
at the expense of the triohloroethylene* 
The above experiments were repeated v/ith the stirrer 
revolving at 60 revolutions per minute, i^lakes containing 
0.91 to 15*9 per cent moisture were dried, inhere were no 
very marked differences in the rate of drying. Both Fig* 18 
and itg* 19 show that moisture is evolved at a rather rapid 
rate long after all solvent has evaporated* 
fifty grams (34*2 ml*) of soybean flakes were again 
heated with 60 grams "of trichloroethylene with the stirrer 
operated at different rates of speed* The flakes had 
approximately the same moistare content in each case* 
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fig. 20 shows the marked differenaea in the rates o£ re­
moval of both trichloroethylene and water produced by 
stirring at different rates. !£he flakes which were 
stirred rapidly had a daricer and more uniform color. 
It was observed that the amount of browning, or 
toasting,! of the meal varied directly with the original 
moisture content of the meal. Meal heated to the same 
temperature for the same length of time in both a flask 
and a moisture oven showed that the higher the original 
moisture content of the beans the darker the color of 
the heated meal. 
A few experiments were made using infra-red radiation 
for toasting soybean meal. A 250-watt lamp placed 6 inches 
above the meal gave good toasting in five to ten minutes. 
The infra-red radiation had a tendency to burn the dark 
colored particles and leave the lighter colored particles 
untoaated. By agitating the meal properly while toasting 
and grinding it after toasting the amount of uneven browning 
might be reduced. Infra-red toasting would, of course, be 
more expensive than toasting with steam heat. 
Pilot plant drying 
Xhe meal leaving the extraction section of the pilot 
plant passed through a drainage section about 4 feet in 
length and entered a drying section. Xhe drying section 
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was 11 feet in length and 6k by 6^ inches in cross section* 
Meal was carried through this part of the system by the 
Redler conveyor and was heated by steam at 60 poands per 
sqaare inch* 
ishch 100 pounds of dry, extracted meal entering the 
fiedler drier carried with it 13*7 poands of water and a 
maximum of 148 pounds of trichloroethylene* Iieaving the 
drier with each 100 poands of dry, extracted meal were 
13 poands of water and 87 poands of trichloroethylene. 
Assuming that the material entered the drier at 25^ G, 
and left at 80*^ C., the overall heat transfer coefficient, 
based on the total inside heating area, was 2.3 Jj.t«u./ 
hr./sQL.ft./^ F* when processing 126 pounds of beans per 
hour • 
Partially dried meal from the Hedler drier fell into 
a lower drier 6 inches in diameter Jaciceted to a length 
of 16 feet 8 inches with a steam Jacket containing steam 
at 80 pounds per square inch gauge* The conveying 
element in the tubular drier was a ribbon conveyor* 
The ribbon was formed by a 3/8-inch rod bent into the form 
of a spiral v/ith 6 inch pitch* Leaving the tubular 
drier were 5*3 pounds of water per 100 poands of dry, 
extracted meal* The temperature of the meal leaving was 
about 110^ C* She overall heat transfer coefficient of 
the tabular drier based on the total inside heating area 
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when pr00easing 125 poands per hoar of soybean flakes uma 
6.3 B.t.a./hr./sii.ft./® i?. Yapor velocity in the Redler 
drier was 0*40 feet per seoond and in the tabular drier 
0.90 feet per second. 
Vapor in both driers travelled countercurrently to 
the meal and was removed through 3-inch vapor lines* The 
driers were inclined slightly to take advantage of the 
differenoe in weight of triohloroethylene and water vapor# 
Water vapor, being lighter, would tend to rise toward the 
higher end and leaving solvent at the lower end. There­
fore, the vapor outlet was placed at the lower end and 
the meal ontlet at the higher end of the drier. 
When processing beans at a rate of 1S5 pounds per 
hour, the drying capacity was barely sufficient to remove 
all the solvent from the meal. Steam blown into the outlet 
end of the tubular drier aided in removing solvent but 
caused some meal to stick to the barrel valve. 
Commeroial plant drying 
Drying and toasting were performed in the commercial 
plant in one section of Eedler drier and two sections of 
tubular drier, one of which served as a toaster. As in 
the pilot plant, the Redler drier was the upper part of 
the continuous loop travelled by the Eedle* chain. It 
had a cross-section 1 foot square and was £5 feet long 
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sarroanded by a Jacket oontalnlng steam at 90->100 poands 
per aq.Dare inch* G?he tabular drier and the toaster had 
an inside diameter of 1 foot and were also sorroanded by 
a jacket containing jsteam at 90-100 poands per sqaare 
inch gaage. She conveying elements in the tabalar drier 
and toaster were ribbon conveyors* iPhe ribbons were made 
of steel S inches in width bent into the form of a spiral 
7/ith 1 foot pitch* The Kedler drier was jacketed to a 
length of 24 feet, the tubalar drier to a length of 42 feet, 
and the toaster to 37 feet* 
Vapor was removed as shown in i'ig* 4* Vapor in the 
Redler drier travelled ooontercarrently to the meal and 
left throQgh a 6-inch vapor line* Vapor was also removed 
at a point between the tabular drier and the toaster so 
that vapor in the drier moved oonoorrehtly with the meal 
azid in the toaster coDnteroarrently* 'fhe driers and the 
toaster were tilted in sach a way that the lo.wer end was 
the end toward which the vapor was flowing* Leaving the 
tabalar drier end toaster the vapor passed through a spray 
chamber, where hot spray water removed meal dust, and 
throagh an 8-inoh vapor line to the condenser* 
Meal entering the Redler drier contained 1*1 to 1*3 
poands of trichloroethylene per poand of wet, extracted 
meal* Meal entering the tobular drier contained solvent 
and filled the drier to a higher level than dried meal; 
on the average the drier and toaeter were almost half foil 
of meal when prooessing 15 tons of beans a day* She meal 
remained in the Redler drier for about 20 minates, in the 
tabular drier for 18 minotes, and in the toaster 15 minutes 
When 15 tons of 13 per oent moisture beans a day were 
processed, meal containing 6 per cent moisture was obtained 
At this rate about 10 per oent of the solvent and 6 per 
oent of the water evaporated were removed in the fiedler 
drier* Mghty per cent of the solvent and 40 per oent of 
the water were evaporated in the tubular drier* About 10 
per cent of the solvent and 65 per cent of the water were 
removed in the toaster* Heat transfer coefficients on 
such equipment vary considerably depending upon the water 
and solvent content of the meal and the amount of stirring* 
IDhe Hedler drier had an overall heat transfer coefficient 
based upon the total inside heating area of 2*5 B.t*u*/ 
hr*/sq*£t*/° P* Hhe tubular drier had a coefficient of 
b e t w e e n  7  a n d  1 0  a v e r a g i n g  a b o u t  8  B . t , a » / h r £ * *  
!!?he toaster had a coefficient of between 5 and Q, averaging 
about 6 B*t•u*/hr./sg.*ft*/° j^ * 
Assuming that 1*1 pounds of solvent per pound of meal 
were leaving the extractor and that all the solvent and 
half the water vapor was passing through the tubular 
drier, the maximum vapor velocity was 9 feet per second* 
Assuming that a maximum of 20 per cent of the solvent and 
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60 per cent of the water were being removed in the toaster, 
the vapor velocity in that anit was not over 4 feet a 
second when processing 15 tons of soybeans a day* Xhe 
outlet end of the toaster, the meal moistaner, and the 
meal grinder are shown in Photograph 6« fart of the 
extraction chamber is also £diown. 
Conveyor atody apparatus 
As shown in a previous section, stirring soybean meal 
while it is being heated greatly increases the rate of 
removal of both solvent and water. Agitation should not 
be violent enough to cause excessive dusting and should 
not be performed by devices which excessively restrict the 
flow of meal or vapor at any point. 
A simple type of apparatus was used for studying 
the action of agitating conveyors. It consisted of a 
trough 1 foot wide and 6 feet long lined with sheet 
metal. The trough had a rounded bottom, high sides, and 
an open top. Eunning the length of the trough was a £-inch 
shaft fitted with a crank at one end and v/ith supports 
for ribbon conveyors. 
She conveying elements were made of E6 gauge sheet 
metal. Such light construction made possible the testing 
of an almost endless variety of conveyors and of conveyors 
fitted with agitating devices. !I?he amount of agitation 
Photograph 6 
Outlet £n.d of i'oaater, Meal LToistener, Iiieai 
Qj^ij^der, Siid Section of iistraction Chamber 
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VTas estimated by adding dark colored material to the meal 
at one end and observing the rate at which it was mixed 
with the meal. 
Cloaed-fUght conveyors and ribbon-flight conveyors 
with a width of over 1 inch gave very little agitation* 
'J)he agitator used in early worJc in the commercial plant 
consisted of steel bars placed horizontally between the 
flights of ribbon at intervals* iibcamination of this type 
of apparatus showed that although the mixing bars gave 
excellent agitation they restricted the movement of large 
lumps of meal causing the driers at titnes to become plugged. 
A mixing and conveying device similar to a cut-and-folded 
flight looked promising in the conveyor study apparatus. 
When this type of mixing conveyor was installed in the 
commercial plant, it gave excellent results. Other types 
of conveyors have given satisfactory results in the ex­
perimental apparatus but they have not yet been thoroughly 
investigated. 
Hecommendat ions 
a. Operating behavior of the driers should be care­
fully examined in order to obtain a better design than 
that used at present. 
b. Some means of providing agitation in the Hedler 
drier would greatly Increase the heat transfer in that 
section. 
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0* A better type of stirring conveyor than that now 
in use might be foand« 
The effect of blowing steam into the toasting 
section of the drier shoald be studied farther* 
e. After all the trichloroethylene has been removed 
fr(Mi the meal, water vapor is still given off. It might 
be possible to restrict the movement of this water vapor 
in such a way that it woaId aid in toasting the meal. 
f• Adding a brown dye to the water sprayed apon the 
meal before it is ground might be one way of satisfying 
the demand for a dark colored meal, A better way of 
solving this problem would be to educate the consumers to 
the fact that light colored extracted meal is as good aa 
dark expeller meal. 
Condensation 
Operating behavior 
The vaporized solvent present in an extraction plant 
has to be condensed and reased for farther extraction* 
Complete recovery of the solvent is especially desirable 
in a plant using relatively expensive trichloroethylene. 
The Flainfield plant operating at 15 tons of beans a day 
had a solvent loss of 8 to 10 poands a ton. This loss was 
within the limit set when the plant was designed and will 
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nndoubtedly be redoced in the future. Barring leaJcs and 
faulty drier operation the main lossee of solvent occur 
in some phase of the condensation operation* The solvent 
either leaves v/ith condensed water, spray water, or with 
non-condensable gases vented from the condensers* 
!£he condensers used in all of this work were those 
which were already on hand and did not necessarily represent 
the best design* Kircher (63) found that vapors consisting 
mainly of trichloroethylene gave an overall heat transfer 
coefficient of ISO B.t.a./hr./sq,.ft*/° when condensing 
inside vertical tabes with water on the outside* In 
checking this value trichloroethylene condensing inside 
a "I-inch copper coil immersed in water gave an overall 
heat transfer coefficient of 135 B*t.a./hr./sq.ftF* 
A mixture of half trichloroethylene and half steam oondenaing 
in a 1-inch horizontal copper tube with water on the out­
side had an overall heat transfer coefficient of 156 B.t.u*/ 
hr•/8q..ftbased on the inside area* In comparison 
the condenser used on the driers in the Plainfield plant 
had an overall heat transfer coefficient of 25 B.t«u*/ 
hr./sq[.ft./° F. when condensing a mixture of ten parts 
trichloroethylene and one part water. 
Tubular condensers may be operated with the vapor con­
densing either inside or outside the tubes. If the vapor 
contains material which is likely to be deposited and 
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foDl the condensers, it is better to condense the vapor 
Inside the tabes becaase the inside can be cleaned 
easily by removing the end plates and ruxining rods or 
water throagh the tabes. Vapor in the commercial plant 
condensed inside the tabes. 
In the pilot plant condensed solvent and water ran 
into a small solvent-water separator from which the sol­
vent ran into a storage tank before reentering the ex­
tractor. Condensed solvent and water in the conunercial 
plant ran into a rectangalar tanJc capable of holding 
1700 pounds of solvent, which served both as a solvent-
water separator and as a supply tank. Kon-condensable 
gases in both plants were vented from the condensers into 
the incoming flakes. A soaall fan was used in the commercial 
plant to aid in removing non-condensable gases, but its 
necessity has not yet been completely demonstrated. 
Some corrosion of the iron took place in the con­
densers and in other parts of the system where water and 
trichloroethylene condensed together. Evidently, tri-
chloroethylene, which is a good solvent for oils, removed 
the grease film protecting the iron allowing the moisture 
to wet it and increase the rate of oxidation. Those parts 
of system where there was no condensation were not corroded. 
Recommendat ions 
a. Many phases of the condensation operation should 
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be studied Inoladlng the dlfflenalons of the oondensera, 
recovery of heat from the vapors, the best method of 
venting non-condensable gases, and the best way to over­
come the moderate corrosion produced in certain parts of 
the plant. 
iEktraction of Oil from Materials Other Than Soybeans 
Sactract ion of milkweed seed oil 
Preliminary data. Although the development of 
milkweed as a commercial crop has long been considered 
(47}, such a development has never materialized. J)uring 
World War II milkweed floss was badly needed for its in­
sulating and buoyant properties. A nation-wide campaign 
was conducted in which school children collected milkweed 
pods. She pods were broken open and the seed and floss 
separated at processing centers, liarge amounts of seed 
accumulated at these centers. The seed contained about 
37.5 per cent protein, 23 per cent oil, 11.5 per cent 
fiber, and 4 per cent ash. Seed were sent from the 
Petosky, Michigan, processing plant to Iowa State College 
in order to determine whether they could be processed in 
the system developed for soybean oil extraction. 
The milkweed seed as received contained 6.5 per cent 
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moiataro. When these whole seeds were extracted for two 
hoars with trichloroethylene, only 0.7 per oent oil was 
obtained because the solvent was anable to penetrate the 
S0ed coat. Finely ground seed yielded 19 per oent oil 
after a two hoar Soxhlet extraction asing triohloro-
ethylene*. After the seed had been steamed to a moisture 
content of 11 to 12 per cent and flaked, the yield of 
oil on a two hoar extraction raziged from 21 to 24 per cent* 
Soahlet extraction of the flaked seed produced 16*4 per 
cent oil in Ifi minutes, £0.7 to 22 per cent in 30 minutes, 
and 21 to 23 per cent in 46 minutes. The extractor 
syphoned every three minutes. Ihe oil contents are based 
on a moisture content of 10 per cent. 
In order to be processed satisfactorily in the ex­
traction system under consideration, the oleaginous 
material must form a bed which will permit ready passage 
of the solvent. Studies of the resistance to passage of 
the solvent were made using the apparatus previously 
described and shown in Fig. 5. 
Solvent ran through the whole untreated seed quite 
rapidly, but it did not extract an appreciable q.nBntity 
of oil When whole seed with no treatment or treated by 
only being heated, were run between flaking rolls, the produot 
oontained a large amount of fines and did not allow rapid 
penetration of the solvent. Seed steamed to a.moisture 
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oontent of 11 to 12 per cent made good flakes both with 
flaking rolls and with a roll^and-sleeve type flaker. 
Seed broken in a Wiley mill, a coffee-type mill» and a 
ball mill oontained too many fines for satisfactory 
operation* Xhe meat of the seed, which contains moat 
of the oil, makes ap a larger proportion of the fines 
than of the whole seed as shown by the data in Table 13. 
lable 13 
Oil Content of Milkweed Seed Ji'inas 
Mesh Fines 
(% b.v weight) 
Oil in 
fines (%) 
Oil in portion 
retained (%) 
16 20 28.6 18.8 
40 9 32.6 22.0 
Xhe flakes ased in the pilot plant averaged 0.010 
inches in thickness. Whole flakes averaged 0.25 inches in 
width and 0.25 inches in length. 
Operation of extractor. The extraction system used 
for extracting milkweed seed oil was modified somewhat from 
that shown in ii'ig. 3* The seed were not ran throogh the 
oracker; instead they were steamed and flaked whole. The 
falling film evaporator described in the section on 
evaporation was used for concentrating the misoella leaving 
the extractor. Last traces of solvent were stripped in 
the 8 inch diameter colamn packed with Berl saddles 
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shown in Fig. 11. Between the extractor and the evaporator 
was the small Sparkler filter shown in Photograph S, 
which was aaed for filtering miaoella. 
Since the author knows of no-other work on the ex­
traction of milkweed seed oil on a scale as large as that 
nsed at Iowa State College, the operating behavior of the 
extraction apparatus will be discussed in some detail. 
As might be expected, considerable difficulty was ex­
perienced daring the first few rans. However, the system 
was eventaally made to operate smoothly• 
Ran Ho. 1; 
The milkweed seed were steamed and flaked and the 
flakes allowed to air dry overnight. Ihe Redler chain 
carrying the flakes through the solvent travelled 11 inches 
a minute. Miscella ran directly from the extractor to 
the evaporator without passing through the filter. 'J?he 
run lasted five hours during which time a total of 557 
pounds of flakes were extracted giving 70 pounds of oil, 
as overall yield of 12.6 per cent. 
The tnbes in the falling film evaporator were almost 
oompletely clogged with fines by the end of the ru^. i'ine 
meal also fouled the packing in the stripping column. 
She vapor line from the tubular drier was almost completely 
plagged with fine meal and floss. 
During most of the run miscella contained 25 to 27 
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per cent oil. Solvent" was pamped ap the drainage end of 
the extractor to some extent by the mass of moving 
material. Difficulty wae experienced in removing last 
traces of solvent from the meal. 
, Eon No. 2:. 
Kilkweed seed were steamed, flajfced, and allov/ed to 
air dry. The flakes were lighter than soybean flakes, a 
given volume weighing 3/5 as much. Miscella, after leaving 
the extractor through a 40 mesh screen, was pumped through 
a small Sparkler filter. The filter would not handle 
the miscella fast enough to keep up with the plant. 
After the filter pressure had risen to 50 pounds per square 
inch, the extractor was shut dov/n and the filter cleaned. 
Only 1;^ pounds of solvent-free fines were obtained. The 
cake thickness was about i inch. 
The ran was continued with the extractor speed re­
duced to 5.6 inches a minute. J?ilter aid (Celite) was 
added to the miscella before it entered the filter. The 
filter worked somewhat better, but the pressure rose to 
60 pounds per soaare inch, and miscella almost ceased 
running through the filter before the end of the run. 
Three and three-fourths pounds of fines and filter aid 
were obtained. Twenty-two pounds of oil were obtained 
from 160 pounds of seed. The low yield of oil, 13.7 per 
oent, was hardly surprising in view of the irregular 
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operaiion of bhe extractor. The run was dlsoontinued 
after sevea hours. 
Ran No. 3; 
Milkweed seed were allowed to stand In large cans 
overnight after being steamed and flaked. The extractor 
was ran at 11 Inches a minate and the Sparkler filter 
was by-passed. At the beginning of the ran solvent ran 
through the flakes satisfactorily; Hov/ever, the miscella 
soon stopped running out the screens and solvent was 
pumped ap the drainage end of the extractor. Apparently 
this trouble was caused by a dense slug of material be-
oause after a short time the solvent level fell in the 
drainage section and miscella again ran through the 
screens. 
After about three hours of operation the same 
trouble was again encountered. This time the solvent level 
stiayed high in the drainage section and miscella did 
not run through the screen. Paring this part of the run 
it was observed that the Bedler conveyor, which should 
have been full of flakes going from the feed hopper into 
the extraction section, was running almost empty as it 
passed the screiens on the miscella outlets. Under such 
conditions one would expect eolvent to pass through the 
extractor very rapidly. Since the opposite was true, 
flakes or fines must have cohtinuoasly accumulated in an 
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Imperyloas oake at the lower end of the extractor* Sol­
vent by this time had been in the eictraotor for so long 
that it had dissolved a large amoant of oil oaasing its 
viscosity to rise aggravating the difficalty* By striking 
with a hammer one could tell that the liaaid had pene­
trated only aboQt half the length of the extractor* 
i*lakes were aaed at a rate of 45 poands an hour. Xhe 
run was discontinaed after four hours. 
Bun Ho. 4: 
flakes were from the same lot as those of Bun Ho. 3. 
The filter was again by-passed. The chain speed was 
slowed to 5.6 inches a minute, i^espite the slower speed 
the same trouble experienced in the previous run was 
encountered. Impervious slugs of solid matter could have 
been caused by an irregular rate of feeding, the presence 
of fines, or the presence of floss in the flakes. When 
one of the slugs was removed from the Bedler drier and 
placed in a testing tube solvent was barely able to 
penetrate it. When an attempt was made to re-extract the 
meal the extractor pumped solvent worse than ever. An 
excessive amoant of solvent was lost with the meal. 
Length of the run was three hours. 
Hun Ho. 6: 
Whole milkweed seed with no treatment at all were 
run through the extractor. Solvent penetrated the seed 
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easily and at no time was tliere any sign of pumping or 
other diffioalty* She seed looked almost the same leaving 
as they did on entering the extractor* Xhe oil was not 
extracted* A misoella sample contained 2 per cent oil* 
Han ITo* 6: 
Before the seed were steamed and flaked for this ran, 
the floss was removed by shaking on a three meah soreen* 
The Bedler conveyor was ran at 11 inches a minate* She 
filter between the misoella outlet and the evaporator 
was again by-passed* Solvent ran throagh the flakes 
satisfactorily for hoars* She rate of solvent entering 
was then slightly redaced* Pamping started at one end 
and the misoella level dropped in the other* Shis state 
of affairs oontinaed throaghoat the rest of the ran. 
She misoella did not rise to the height of the outlet 
even thoagh the solvent feed was raised to a very high 
rate* She misoella did rise to the height of the oatlet 
screens jast before the end of the ran after five gallons 
of solvent were poured into the system at a point about 
1/3 of the way down the extraction chamber* She length 
of the ran was five hours* A sample of meal obtained 
daring the first of the ran contained 4*2 per cent oil* 
Diffioalty in making the flakes feed in satisfactorily 
seemed to be causing a large part of the trouble* At 
the beginning of the run the flakes were drier and fed in 
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faster (60 pounds per hoar) and more uniformly than at the 
end (50 poands per hoar), when more troable was experienced 
Slnoe a given volume of flakes Is three-fifths.as heavy 
as the same volume of soybean flakes, the milkweed flakes 
should enter at a rate of aboat 75 poands per hour when ran 
nlng 11 Inohes a minute* it was decided to dry the flakes 
before making the next ran. 
I'he seed were steamed, flaked, and air dried on the 
floor for foar days* The Hedler conveyor travelled 11 
inches e ml;aate tihe filler was not used* Solvent 
ran through the flakes freely with only slight pumping. 
The flakes were fed in at 70 to 80 poands per hoar and 
filled the chain most of the time* i'he increased rate of 
feed, brought about by drying the flakes, undoobtedly 
caused the extractor to work better, inuring the z^ xjz 
hoar run M poands of oil were obtained from 240 poands 
of flakes, a yield of 14.2 per cent. I^eal contained 
8 per cent oil. 
iChe mlscella contained about 20 per cent oil as 
compared to 7 per cent at the beginning of the previoas 
run When better extraction was obtained. Poor extraction 
may have been caused by channeling, by running a mlscella 
too rich in oil, or by insafflcient extraction time. 
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Dats obtained by Sozhlet extraction indicated that improper 
flaking did not oaase aaoh poor extraction. 
She flosa was screened from the seed used in this 
ran before they were flaked* £*loas left in the seed 
hinders extraction to a certain extent and greatly inter­
feres with the flaking operation as performed in the 
pilot plant* 
Hun IIo* 8: 
Milkweed seed were screwed to remove floss, steamed, 
flaked, and spread on the floor to air dry for several 
days* Xhe flasda then contained 6*9 per cent moist are* 
The Kedler conveyor travelled 11 inches a minute and the 
filter was not used* Daring the entire length of the ran 
the extractor operated qaite satisfactorily* -^t only 
one time was there any excessive amount of pumping and 
that was just after the flakes bridged in the hopper 
oaasing part of the extractor to run empty* Some solvent 
was lost Vfith the meal* It was calculated that each 
pound of milkweed meal carried almost twice as much 
solvent into the driers as a pound of soybean meal* 
Steam pressure oil both parts of the falling film 
evaporator was 40 pounds per square inch gauge* !l?he con­
centrated miscella leaving the bottom of the evaporator 
contained 80 per cent oil* The evaporator was found to 
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be gaite olean at the end of the run, even though 7 pounds 
of oily fines oollacted in the settling chamber at its 
base# OonB0q.aently, the fouling of the evaporator tubes 
encountered in Run Ho. 1 must have taken place at least 
in part before the milkweed seed misoella was run through 
them. She packed stripping column was somewhat fouled 
with fines* Seventy pounds of oil were obtained from 
375 pounds of flakes, a yield of 18«66 per cent* 
The rate at which solvent ran through the extractor 
was varied in that the miscella contained 10, 14,and 18 
per cent oil. i)vidontly the extraction time will have to 
be lengthened if better extraction is to be obtained* 
The extraction time in this run was about 15 minutes* 
The behavior of the extractor in the lest two runs 
was most encouraging. Milkweed seed can undoubtedly be 
sacoessfuS-ly extracted in the apparatus developed at 
Iowa State College. The problems of filtering the milk­
weed seed fines from the solvent-oil solution and of ob­
taining somewhat better extraction remain to be solved* 
The milkweed seed oil had a green color probably 
because the pods were picked before they had opened. 
The oil had a free fatty acid content of 3*2 per cent and 
a refining loss of 14 per cent. Lovibond color readings 
for a one inch depth of the oil gave the following 
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resQlts: orade oil, yellow 120, red 4.8; refined oil, 
yellow 132, red 3.5; refined and bleaohed, yellow 74, 
red 0. 
The miUtweed seed meal was high in protein; bat had 
a bitter taste* A few tests on rats showed that the rats 
woald not eat the meal anless they were almost starved. 
When they did eat the meal they gained weight. Cattle 
also did not like to eat the meal. It has been reported 
(81) that the seed from the common milkweed, Asolepias 
a.vrioa, contain a poisonous gluooside similar in pro­
perties to a toxio iglucoaide found in the Asoleplaa 
galloidea. If some method of eliminating the bitter 
taste and the poisonous constituent (if present) in 
the meal could be found, milkweed would probably become 
a profitable crop, particularly for submarginal land. 
Reoommendationa. 
(1) More complete extraction of the oil coald be 
obtained by lengthening the extraction time. 
(2) By properly feeding the flajces into the ex­
tractor it should be possible to run the flakes withoat 
having to dry them. Ihe main reason for drying the flakea 
was to get them to fall through the hopper and into the 
chain properly. 
(3) Complete removal of the floss, v/hich ia easily 
aooompliahed would facilitate processing the seed. 
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(4) The removal of, milkweed seed fines from solvent-
oil BOlQtiona shCQld be farther stadied* 
(5) A method of making milkweed seed meal palatable 
and non-poisonoas shoald be soDght. 
Jaetradtion of cottonseed oil 
Preliminary data. Cottonseed meats contain about 
36 per cent oil» 29 per cent protein* 18 per cent carbo­
hydrates, 6 per cent fiber, 4 per cent ash, and 6 per cent 
water. ProdDctlon of cottonseed oil in the United States 
daring the period 1937-1942 averaged over 1,400,000,000 
poands annaally (9)• Usaally the oil is removed by 
8g.aeexing it out throagh the application of pressore. 
Only very recently has solvent extraction been applied 
to the winning of cottonseed oil (108). -:i7his lag in the 
application of solvent extraction to cottonseed has been 
dae partially.to the fact that the increase in oil 
obtained is only about 8 per cent and partially to diffi-
oalties met in the estraqtion process. 
l?he cottonseed meats ased in these studies were 
famished by the fforrest CSity Cotton Oil Mill, a division 
of Armour and Company. Ihe halls had been removed before 
ahiianent, but the removal was not complete. The meats 
were stored in bags until ready for use. 
The meats contained 6 per cent moisture and 35 per 
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oent oil (dry basis}* 'i)he meats aa received contained 
too many fines to permit solvent to flov/ throagh them 
at the necessary speed* When the meats were shaken on a 
ten mesh screen* 25 per cent passed and 76 per cent were 
retained* !i)he portion passed contained 26 per cent oil 
(6 per cent moistare basis) and that retained contained 
33*8 per cent oil* 'Xhe portion retained woald permit 
aafficiently rapid penetration of the solvent, bat the 
solvent removed the oil very slowly* Only 11*2 per cent 
oil was removed by a half hour Soxhlet extraction of the 
whole meats and 14*2 per cent by a one hour extraction 
with trichlor0ethylene* Attempts to flake the meats with 
no pretreatment and attempts to flake meats which had 
been merely heated crumbled them and produced too many 
fines to permit rapid penetration of the solvent* 
When the meats were steamed to a moisture content of 
11 to 12 per cnet they became quite pliable. Good flakes 
were prepared from these meats by running them through 
rolls ordinarily ased to flake soybeans* Hov/ever, the 
pressure on the rolls had to be greatly reduced to prevent 
crumbling the meats. Tests on the rate of flow of solvent 
through the flakes showed that the rate of flow increased 
as flake thickness increased as one would naturally 
expect* (The rate of flow through dry flakes was much 
•• J.4 !•" 
higher tlmn for moist flakes beoaaee the former are not 
very pliable and do not tend to settle into a,compact 
impervious maas. Cottonseed flakes are not as strong as 
soybean flakes of the same thickness* Conseq^aently, 
flaked cottonseed meats must be thicker to prevent them 
from breaking up into more fines and to permit solvent 
to flow through them at the, same rate. 
'ihe data in 'I'able 14 were obtained when flakes of 
different thicknesses were extracted with trichloro-
ethylene in Soxhlet extractors-
lable 14 
Plake (Chicknesa and Oil Jbctracted from Cottonseed i'lakes 
Plake thickness M6ietare Oil dry basis) 
Max- Min« Aye. {^) 15 min. 30 min* 45 min» 
0.040 0.025 0.030 14.8 29.6 31.7 35.0 
0.030 0.010 0.020 y.28 31.8 31.9 34.0 
0.039 0.016 0.027 7.60 29.7 31.6 S6.0 
. flakes were to.be in oontaot v/ith the solvent in the 
extraction pilot plant for 15 to 30 minutes. £!vidently if 
good extraction was to be obtained, the flcikes should 
have an average thickness of less than 0.020 inches. 
Meats which had been flaked and allowed to dry for 
48 hours were extracted with both trichlorosthylene and 
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hes^ud in Soschlet extractors* As shown by (Dable 15 
triohloroethylene extracts a greater percentage of oil. 
liable 15 
i&tractlon of Cottonseed Oil 
with Hezane and Trichloroethylene 
Solvent Oil (% dry basis) 
1 hr. 2 hr. 
Hezane 31.6 31.9 
Trichloroethylene 33.3 33.9 
Pilot Plant rans on cottonseed oil extraction* 
The apparatas ased in the extraction of cottonseed oil 
was esfflotly the same as that ased for extraction of milk­
weed seed oil. The two section falling film evaporator 
described in the section on evaporation was ased for 
evaporating solvent from the solvent-oil solution. 
Stripping was performed in the 6 inch diameter oolamn 
packed with Berl saddles. The meats were not cracked 
before they were flaked and were damped into the feed 
hopper by hand. 
Ban Ho. 1: 
Cottonseed meats were steamed antil pliable, flaked, 
and allowed to dry overnight on the floor, 'fhe flakes 
then contained 7.26 per cent moistare. They were rather 
thick, averaging 0*0268 inches in thickness* iiUve handred 
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milllliters of solvent ran through fresh flakes in the 
rate testing tube shown in i'ig# 6 in 84 aeoonda and through 
air dried flakes in 69 seconds. 
Ihe Sparkler filter was by-passed. The Kedler oon-
veyor was run at 5-6 inches a minute in order to allow 
more time for extraction (about 30 minutes}. Solvent 
pumped to a height of 16 inches in the drainage section 
of the extractor but ran through the flakes satisfactorily 
at all times. In order to help pbtain good extraction 
the solvent was run through the extractor q.uite rapidly. 
Some oil was entrained by the vapor and carried from the 
evaporator, through the condensor, to the solvent storage 
tank. This was first moticed when the trichloroethylene 
in the rotameter became colored. -Eintrainment was caused 
by a high rate of solvent flow, by fouling of the evaporator 
with fines, or both# 
The length of the ran was two hours and six minutes 
during which time 250 pounds of meats were run through 
the extractor. She overall yield of oil was 24 per cent. 
Meal samples contained 3.53 and 7.34 per cent oil. The 
former sample probably had been soaking in the solvent 
before the run started. 
Hun £ro. 2: 
Cottonseed meats were steamed, flaked, and allowed 
to air dry for two days. She flakes contained 7.8 per 
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cent water after drying and averaged 0.0E2 inciiea in 
thioJcnesB. 
She Eedler conveyor was operated at 5.6 inches a 
minate. The filter was not used. Solvent rose to a height 
N 
of 12 inches above the solvent inlet in the drainage 
section of the extractor. Some oil was again entrained 
and carried into the storage tank by the solvent. Al­
though the amount of oil contained in the solvent was 
not very great (about 0.2 per cent) it did hinder complete 
extraction beoaase one pound of. solvent vjaa carried into 
the driers v/it;h every pound of meal. 
'i?he run lasted two hours. 'I!v;o hundred pounds of 
flakes were extracted giving 56 pounds of oil, an overall 
yield of 28 per cent. Meal samples contained 4.3, 4.7, 
and 4.6 per cent oil when determined by a two hour Soxhlet 
extraction with trichloroethylene. 
i'he oil obtained was daric in color. It was decided 
to clean the evaporator tubes in order to help prevent 
entrainment and to run thinner flaJces to obtain better 
extraction. 
Kun ITo. 3: 
Meats were flaked and air dried for 24 hours. Ihey 
then contained 6.9 per cent moisture, 'fhese flakes were 
thin (0.0169 inches) and contained more fines than any 
yet prepared. 
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IChe Hedler conveyor was run at 5.6 inches a minute 
and the filter was not used, during most of the run the 
system operated q.aite satisfactorily. However, about 
45 minutes before the end of the run the solvent became 
colored with entrained oil. 3Jhe evaporator tubes were 
found to be fouled with solids when examined at the end 
of the ran. Zhis fouling of the tubes must have caused 
antrainment of oil by the vapor. 
This run lasted two hours and forty-one minutes. 
A total of 250 pounds of flakes v/ere extracted. Sixty-
three pounds of oil were obtained, giving an overall 
yield of E5 per cent. I'he overall yield of oil did not 
check with the degree of extraction aa found by analysis 
of the meal. Meal samples contained 2.7, 2.6, and 4.0 
per cent oil v/hen extracted with trichloroethylene. It 
was decided to make another run using flakes of the same 
thickness but with the miscella filter connected. 
Bun ITo. 4; 
After being flaked the meats were allowed to air dry 
for 48 hours. !i?he dried flakes contained 5.64 per cent 
moisture and averaged 0.0150 inches in thickness. 
IDhe conveyor speed was 5.6 inches a minute. At the 
beginning of the run the miscella was pumped through 
the Sparkler filter before going to the evaporator. 
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After one hoar and forty-five minubea the pressure on 
the filter rose to 60 pounds per square inch, and miaoelia 
praotioallj' ceased running through. The run was stopped 
for 15 minutes while the filter was by-passed. A cake 
three-fourths of an inch in thioJtness had formed in the 
filter. The caJce weighed 44 pounds and was collected 
« 
from 158 pounds of flakes. 
Solvent was run through the extractor at a rather 
high rate to obtain better extraction. The solvent began 
to pick up oil even before the filter was by-passed. This 
behavior was probably caused by irregular operation of 
the filter. Uo miscella would be pumped through until a 
considerable amount collected in the settling chamber just 
before the pump. Then all the miscella would be pumped 
tiirough in a short time causing a great surge of vapor in 
the stripping colum. 
Trichloroethylene was pumped into the drainage section 
of the extractor to a height of 19 inohea but ran through 
the flakes satisfactorily at all times. The run lasted 
21-hours daring which time 225 pounds of flakes were ex­
tracted. A total of 60 pounds of oil were obtained, giving 
an overall yield of 26.7 per cent. One hour boxhlet 
extraction of the meal gave the following results: 
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Sample Fo. Per oent of oil 
Triohloroethylene Bezane 
1 8r7 1.87 
2 3.S 
3 3.7 2.41 
4 2.7 
Ron No. 5; 
Cottonseed meats were flaked and air dried for four 
days. As usual, the flakes turned brown on prolonged 
exposure to air. She flake thickness.averaged 0.0184 
inches. A rate test on the dry flakes showed that 500 
milliliters of trichloroethylene wcwld run through the 
flakes in the rate tube shown in iPig. 5 in 61 seconds. 
She dried flakes contained 5.47 per cent moisture* 
She misoella was not filtered. She extractor con­
veyor was run at 5.6 inches a minute so that the ex­
traction time was 30 minutes. Solvent was run through 
the extractor at a rather rapid rate giving a misoella 
containing 14 to 15 per cent oil. She solvent rose in 
the drainage section to a height of 16.5 inches above 
the solvent inlet. 
She extraction system operated quite satisfactorily. 
A total of 575 pounds of flakes were extracted in six 
hoars and five minutes, a rate of 96 pounds an hour. One 
hundred and sixty-five pounds of oil were obtained, a 
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yield of 28«7 per oent. Swelve poands of ollj^ fines were 
obtained from the settling chamber at the bottom of the 
evaporator# 
- • »  
Soxhlet extraction of the meal for two hours with 
hexane gave the following reaalta; 
.Saaple llo* Per cent oil 
1 2.0 
2 1.9 
3 - 2.5 
4 2.2 
5 2.2 
The drying section of the pilot plant wae not 
safficient to remove all traces of solvent from the 
cottonseed meal. However» the meal had a good taste, 
odor, and color and appeared to be of prime quality. 
Cottonseed meal has a poisonous constituent, gossypol, 
which has to be destroyed before the meal can be fed 
to certain kinds of animals. Since trichloroethylene 
is a solvent for gossypol, it would seem that an addi-
/ ' ' ' 
tional cooking process for the destruction of gossypol 
would not be needed. 
A poor q.uality of oil was obtained. She main reason 
for the low^ q.uality was undoubtedly overheating in the 
evaporating and stripping processes. Using old meats and 
allowing the flakes to air dry for a long period before 
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Qse alao lowered the qaallty of the oil* 
Reoommendat ions» 
(1} A better qaality of oil coald be obtained from 
meata whioh are fresh and are extracted immediately 
after they are flafced* i'urther v/ork should be done on 
extracting meats immediately after they are flaked# 
(2) She key to the success of triohloroethylene as 
a solvent for cottonseed oil is in the reoovery of a good 
grade of oil. Hemoval of the color cells from the mis-
oella, removal of the fines, and stripping under vacuum 
should be studied* 
(3) Triohloroethylene, unlike hexane, extracts 
gOBsypol from cottonseed meats. I'he effect of this 
material upon the oil should be determined. Ihe meal 
should alao be examined to see if it is free of poisonous 
gosaypol* 
ISxtraction of oatmeal oil 
Preliminary data. Oats contain such a low per­
centage of oil that it is usually not profitable to ex­
tract it. However, for certain purposes such as the 
preparation of precooked cereal the oil should be removed 
so that it will not give the cereal a bad taste by turning 
rancid. A typical sample of oatmeal contains 7.3 per cent 
oil, 66.3 per cent carbohydrates, 16.7 per cent protein, 
and 1*3 per cent fiber (66). 
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Buckeye Brand, f^uiok Cooking, oatmeal was furnished 
by the Quaker Oats Odmpany of Cedar Kaplds, Iowa. The 
oatmeal contained 6.5 per cent oil and 8 per cent water. 
Five hundred milliliters of trichloroethylene ran 
through a bed of the oatmeal in the apparatus shown in 
Fig. 5 in 89 seconds indicating that the meal probably 
could be processed in the extraction apparatus- jurying 
the oatmeal did not change the rate of penetration of the 
solvent• 
Pilot plant extraction. The system used for oatmeal 
oil extraction was that shown In Fig. 3 except that the 
oatmeal was dumped directly into the feed hopper with 
no pretreatment. Since the oatmeal offered more re­
sistance to the flow of solvent than soybeans, the ex­
tractor was slowed to 5.6 inches a minute. 
Running at 100 pounds of oatmeal an hour the meal 
pumped solvent to a height of 7 to 11 inches in the 
drainage section. Miscella contained 4 to 10 per c^ t 
oil and a large amount of fines. After a^fev/ hours 
operation the Kelly filter had to be by-passed because the 
rate of filtration had fallen to practically zero. U'ith 
the filter by-passed the stripping oolnoan was fouled with 
fines and the stripped oil contained a large amount of 
fines. Filtering the miscella or oil was very difficult 
because the cake formed was almost impervious, iikcept' 
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for the large amount of fines and the difficulty of re­
moving them, the system worked very aatiafaotorily. libc-
traotion of the meal v/ith hezahe for an hour in^ozhldt 
apparatus gave the following results; 
Sample Ho* "/o Oil 
1 0.95 
2 0.86 
3 0.71 
4 0.74 
5 1.37 
6 0.86 
Recommendations. 
(.1) iJcreening the fines from the oatmeal would 
greatly simplify the extraction process. 
{2} Jfurther v/ork should be done on the separation 
of oatmeal fines from miscella. 
•Ebctraotion of corn oil 
Preliminary data. Corn germs are obtained as a 
by-product of the corn-starch and grain alcohol in­
dustries. Most of the germs are separated from the rest 
of the kernel by the v/et milling process and are pressed 
to remove the oil. Production of corn oil in the United 
States in 1941 was over 200,000,000 pounds (9) most of it 
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belng aaed as a salad and oooking oil* She germs oontain 
aboat 56 pet oent oil, SO per oent oarbohydrates, 11•§ 
per oent' protein, and 9 per oent fiber (111)* 
Wet prooess corn germs were sapplied by the Amerioan 
l/Daize ProdQots Company of Hoby, Indiana* !i!he germs as 
reoeived contained 3.6 per dent moist lire and 51 per oent 
oil. Although antreated whole germs permitted rapid flow 
of the solvent, oil was removed from them very slowly* 
A 30 minate Sozhlet extraction of whole germs with tri-
ohloroethylene yielded only 14 per oent oil* jB*lading 
antreated germs and flaking germs'which had been only 
heated produced too many fines to allow rapid penetration 
of solvent* I 
Corn germs steamed to moistare contents of 6 to 10 
per oent ooald be rolled into good flakes. Shiok flakes 
contained fewer fines and permitted more rapid flow of 
the solvent throagh the bed than did thin flakes bat 
were less easily extracted as shown by the data in 
Table 16 on Soihlet extraction with trichloroethylene. 
Pilot Plant rans* I'he arrangement of pilot plant 
apparatus ased for extracting corn germs was that shown 
in Pig. 3* The germs were steamed to a moistare content 
of 6 to 10 per cent and ran throagh the rolls without 
being oracked* 
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Ofable 16 
ilztraotlon of Corn Germs 
JBJxtraotion '^lake thioJc- Oil ex- Oil removed 
time (min.) ness (in.) traoted (fo) by additional 
2 hr. extraction 
ill 
60 0.012 50,5 1.6 
.60 0.0088 50.0 1.3 
0f.009 49.2 0.89 
45 ,0.009 49.0 1-92 
30 , O.CliS 43.6 4.7 
30 0.0105 47.9 3.8 
Ban No. 1: 
In the first run the extractor was run at 5.6 inches 
a minute, i&'lakes 0.015 inches In thickness were extracted 
at a rate of 44 pounds an hour* Misoella left the ex­
tractor containing 14 to 16 per cent oil. Meal samples 
contained 5.3, 5.9, and 5.5 per cent oil. 
Ban ^ 0, 2: 
I'lakes having the same thickness as in the previous 
ran were next extracted with the conveyor running 3.3 
inches per minute, ^traction time was, therefore, about 
55 minutes. Miscella contained 10 per cent oil. Meal 
samples containing 3.7, 4.9, and 5.2 per oent oil were 
obtained. 
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Kun No* 3: 
Xhe next step was to redaoe the thickness of the 
flakes to 0.011 inches. With the conveyor running 
Inches per minate miscella containing 11 to SI per cent 
oil and meal samples containing 3*3 per oent oil were 
obtained. 
Kan JSTo. 4: 
Since a considerable amount of oil was being left 
in the meal even with an extraction time of 65 mindtes, 
it was thought that the mass of flakes might be shriiiking 
as oil was extracted allowing solvent to by-pass the 
flakes. 22zamination of the extracted and partially dried 
flakes being carried in the Hedler chain was inconclusive, 
therefore, it was decided to re-extract flakes which had 
been previously extracted. Meal containing 6 per cent 
oil was extracted with the conveyor running 5.6 and 3.2 
inches a minute. !i}he corresponding rates of feed were 
34 and 20 pounds of meal an hour. Meal samples contained 
3.4 and 2.0 per cent oil indicating that short-circuiting 
of the solvent was not occurring. 
Run No. 5: 
Meal containing 3.5 per cent oil was extracted with 
the conveyor running 5.6 and 3.3 inches a minute. I'he 
solvent was preheated to 67^ C. before entering the 
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extractor. Meal samples contained 1.1 and 0.98 per cent 
oil. Misoella contained 1 per cent oil. 
Kan No. 6: 
In order to aid the removal of oil from the germs 
it was decided to ase thin flaJces and heated solvent. 
She extractor was ran at 5.6 inches a minate giving an 
extraction time of 20 minates. !£he solvent was heated to 
67^ 0. Aboat 45 pounds an hoar of germs were extracted, 
i'lakes 0.009 inches in thickness were extracted to 2.5 
per cent oil and flakes 0.007 inches in thickness were 
extracted to 2.5 per cent oil. Misoella leaving the ex­
tractor contained 17 to 21.5 per cent oil and leaving the 
evaporator contained 65 per cent oil. 
Aside from obtaining complete extraction very little 
difficulty was experienced in extracting corn germs. 
Only slight pumping of solvent in the drainage section 
occarred at any time. One to 2 per cent of the weight 
of the germs was obtained as fines on the dry, oil-free 
bases. The filter cake produced by these fines was not 
as porous as that made by soybean fines, but did not cause 
any particular difficulty in the filtering operation. 
The oil was free from solvent and appeared to be of good 
quality. With the extraction section modified so as to 
give hot extraction for at least 45 minates the system 
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ooald andoabtedly be ased to prepare a high qaality of 
corn germ oil and meal* 
Reoommendationa. 
(1) The Qonditiona under v/hich one coald best obtain 
very thin corn germ flakes should be determined* 
(2) The effect of extraction time upon the amount 
of oil obtained from oorn germs should be farther studied* 
( S )  The extraction section of the apparatus should 
be modified so as to give a Ipnger extraction time without 
sacrificing capacity or causing pumping. Perhaps a two 
step extraction would be feasible* 
(4j iPiltering oorn germ fines and stripping corn 
germ oil should be studied to obtain data for equipment 
design* 
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couciusioirs 
ApparatQS 
1, Apparatus for the coatlnuoas ooontercarrezit extraction 
of soybean oil with solvents such as trichloroethylene at 
a rate of S«6 tons of oil a day has been designed and 
operated saooeasfally4 
Analytioal Control Procedarea 
1. Rapid and simple methods for the determination of oil 
in soybean meal and for trichloroethylene in oil, water, 
and meal'have been developed. Laboratory eq.alpment for 
a sfnall extraction plant should include a VVestphal balance 
(or a series of hydrometers ranging from 0.9 to 1*4}, a 
moistare oven, a Steinlite moisture tester, an analytical 
balance,, a Sozhlet extraction apparatus, and various 
smaller pieces of eq.uipment. Beagents for the it'ujiwara 
pyridine test should also be on hand* 
l^ tract ion 
1. To be extracted in apparatus similar to that de-
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scribedf the oleaglnoas material mast form a bed saffi-
ciently poroas to permit rapid penetration by the solvent* 
Apparatus for the estimation of the rate of flow of sol-
vent through various materiials has been oonstruoted* 
£• Soybeans need only be dried sufficiently to Jceep in 
storage* JUeans containing as high as 14 per cent moisture 
have been suooessfally extracted in the apparatus de­
scribed* 
3* Beans should be uracked and heated before they are 
flaked* Plaices should not be more than 0*010 inches in 
thicJcness* 
4* S'lakes should be fed into the extractor at a point 
above the misoella level* 
5* iDhe extraction ohamber should be inclined in such a 
way that the misoella will rise as it becomes richer in 
• 
oil* Ihe solvent inlet should be several feet higher than 
the misoella outlet* 
6* The optimum concentration of oil in the misoella is 
aboat 20 per cent* To obtain this concentration aboat 2 
pounds of solvent per pound of soybeans must be fed into 
the extractor* 
7* An extraction time of 20 minutes is sufficient for 
good extraction. Running at 15 tons of soybeans a day 
the commercial plant produced a meal containing 0*7 to 
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0.9 per cent oil* 
8« Heating the solvent before it enters the extractor 
seems to be desirable becaase it gives better extraction, 
helps the driers in cold weather, and wastes very little 
heat. 
9. Oil considerably better in q.aality than required by 
commercial standards can be consistently obtained* 
filtration 
1* Becaase of the filtering action of the bed of soybean 
flakes carried by the Hedler conveyor and of the screens 
on the miscella outlets only 0*05 per cent of the beans 
are obtained as fines* 
2« She solvent-oil solation oontaining fines may- be 
filtered either after it leaves the extractor oontaining 
20 per cent oil of after it leaves the evaporator contain­
ing 80 per oent oil* If concentrated miacella is filtered 
over. 50 per. cent the fines may be removed- by settling to 
the bottom of the filter* 
3* She small amount of fines obtained makes disposal 
of the filter cake a minor problem* 
4* Pressure filtration, except for gravity. Is not 
necessary* filters should be plaoed so that a head of 
at least 10 feet is available* filters may be of light 
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oonatraotion and made inexpenalToly• Only two filter 
oleanings are required during a week: by a plant pro-
oesBing 16 tons of IZ per oent moistare beans a day* 
5« Moisture affeots the rate of filtration. 'JDhe higher 
the moisture oontent of the beans the lower the rate of 
filtration. 
6* Misoalla containing snoh a low percentage of fines 
as that obtained from the plant described oan be concen­
trated in a rising film evaporator for several months 
before the evaporator tubes have to be cleaned. Xhe 
fines will not pass through a packed column. 
7. J*liter cloth especially designed for soybean oil 
filtration, such as '*Soytex" filter cloth, is recommended. 
^aporat ion 
1. The recovery of soybean oil froiik solutions of .the oil 
t 
and trichloroethylene is best accomplished in two steps. 
She solution is first concentrated to about 80 per cent 
oil. Then the remaining trichloroethylene is removed by 
stripping with steam. 
a. Solutions of trichloroethylene and soybean oil oan be 
concentrated in either falling film or rising film 
evaporators. The latter have a higher capacity and are 
less likely to become fouled with fines. 
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2. One-inoh pipes, 17 feet long, ^sioketed witii ateam at 
70 to 90 poands per sq.aare Inoh gaage are soltable for 
oonoentratlng mlsoella. One soch vertical pipe will 
concentrate a solution from 20 to 80 per cent oil at a 
rate of 60 poands of oil an honr> 
More highly concentrated solations may be obtained 
by recirculating part of the concentrated miscella. 
5« The evaporator should be constructed so that part of 
the tabes can be disconnected and cleaned withoat inter­
fering with the operation of the rest of the evaporatorf 
6« 'i'he misoella surge tank should be connected directly 
to the misoella outlets so the surging action will be 
exerted throagh the screens* 
7. The bottom of the evaporator should be at least four 
feet below the misoella outlets so gravity feed can be 
used* 
8* The evaporator can be made of standard iron pipe* 
The surge tank and flash chamber can be made of light 
sheet iron* 
Stripping 
1* Steam is the most satisfactory medium for stripping 
trichloroethylene from soybean oil* 
2. A number of different types of stripping apparatus 
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oan be ased. faoked oolomns are the most eatlsfaotory 
for email plants. 
3» Stripping colDmns can be operated below 100*^ 0. if 
means of separating the oil, phosphatides, and vyater 
are provided. 
4. Stripping at temperatures above 100° G. at atmospheric-
pressore is recommended* Solutions to be stripped.mast 
contain over 50 per cent oil, preferably over 80 per 
cent* The miscella mast be above 100^ G*, the steam mast 
be dry, and all condensation of moistare Inside the colamn 
mast be prevented. 
5,. Means for distributing the steam and miscella entering 
the oolamn should be provided. 
6* She colamn should not be overheated. Overheating 
increases entrainment by causing the miscella to boil and 
decr^ses the quality of the oil. 
7. A stripping column 14 inches in diameter packed to a 
depth of 14 feet with 1-inch Berl saddles will strip all 
detectable traces of solvent from an 80 per cent solution 
of soybean oil in trichloroethylene at a rate of 200 
pounds of oil an hour. About 160 pounds per hour of 
stripping steam are required. 
8. Suitable dry stripping steam can be obtained by 
jacketing a low pressure steam line with high pressure 
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steam* 
9. Heavy emolsions of oil and water, whioh hold, solvent 
in saspension, may be brofcen by the emalsion breaking 
apparatus described. The oil and hot v/ater pass to the 
drain and the solvent is recovered. Suoh heavy eraalsiona 
may be caased by entrainment of oil and subsequent oon-
denaation of the steam and solvent. SIhey may be oauaed 
also by overheating the column while no fresh misoella 
is being stripped but while steam is passing through the 
column. Overheating may occur at the beginning or'end 
of runs. 
10. The stripping column can be cleared by boiling a 
dilute caustic solution in it. 
11. Judging from the behavior of pilot plant scale 
stripping columns, the efficiency of the stripping 
column used in the commercial plant can be increased 
considerably. 
J}rying and 'iloasting 
1. Part of the solvent can be removed from the soybean 
meal by steam Jacketing a section of the Bedler drier. 
Jacketed tubular driers containing ribbon conveyors are 
suitable for removing the last traces of solvent from the 
meal. 
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£• Some means of stirring the meal in the driers is 
essential- Stirring should not be violent enough to 
oause excessive dusting and the stirrers should be capable 
of handling lumps of meal. 
3. When driers are made in several sections, one above 
the other, the drop between driers should be as small as 
possible to prevent undue dusting. 
4. IThe vapor leaving the driers should be sprayed with' 
hot water to remove dust. Most of the v/ater can be re­
circulated. i'or a small plant ordinary garden hose nozzles 
( 
give a good spray and are easily cleaned. 
D. About half the water removed from the soybeans 
leaves with the trichloroethylenei She remainder is re­
moved after all the solvent has evaporated. Blowing 
steam into the end of the toaster la not necessary when 
beans of high moisture content are being processed because 
water vapor from the meal sweeps out solvent vapor. 
6. 3?he driers should be tilted so heavy solvent vapor 
\vill fall toward the vapor line. 
7. Taper in the toaster should flow oountercorrently to 
the meal. In the driers it may flow in eX^her direction. 
A barrel valve forms an effective vapor seal at the end of 
the toaster. 
8. 7apor velocities should be kept low in the driers and 
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toaster to redaos dasting* 
9. Cool spots where molstare can condense should be 
avoided in the driers and toaster. Moisture condensing 
in sHch regions causes the meal to become stic^;;^ and lampy 
and oanses the iron to corrode. When the driers.are 
kept hot no noticeable corrosion occurs. 
Condensation 
1. QIhe minimum number of condensers required is three-—-
two small ones for the emulsion breaking apparatus and 
one large one for the driers, toaster, and evaporator. 
S. l^he main condenser should be placed below the level 
of the drier and toaster and above the solvent-water 
separator. 
3. Won-condensable gases should be vented from the con­
densers Into the incoming flakes. A small blower placed 
in the vent line aids in getting vapor to the condenser 
but probably is not essential. 
4. Vapor should condense inside the tubes so they can be 
cleaned from time to time. 
5. Steei construction is suitable for the condensers. 
Some corrosion of the steel occurs but it is not sufficient 
to Justify more expensive construction materials. 
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SJstraoliiou of Oil from Materiala Other I'han Soybeans 
liktraot ion of milkweed seed oil 
a. Ihe major portion of the oil in milkweed seed 
cannot be eztracted unless the seed ooat is broken; 
b» Ihe best way to prepare milkweed seed for ex­
traction in the apparatus developed at Iowa State College 
is to steam tho seed to a moisture content of 11 to 12 
per ofint, flake them, and allov/ them to dry somewhat* 
Complete removal of the floss is desirable but not 
essential* 
c. With an extraotion time of 15 minutes meal con­
taining 4 to 5 per cent oil is obtained* More complete 
extraction can be obtained by using a longer extraction 
t ime • 
d* Milkweed seed fines are harder to filter from 
the miscella than soybean fines* 
e* Good quality milkweed seed oil can be obtained 
by extraction with trichloroethylene* 
Sgtraction of cottonseed oil 
a. Cottonseed meats should be steamed before they 
are flaked and should be flaked with reduced pressure 
on the rolls* Jurying the flakes before extraction is 
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helpfal. 
b. Using the pilot plant apparatus described and 
an esiiraotion time of 30 minutes cottonseed meats can be 
extracted to 2 per cent oil* 
c* A good gaality of meal can be obtained from 
the process* The method of recovery of a good gaality of 
oil has not yet been worked oat* 
d* More fines are obtained from the processing of 
cottonseed meats than from soybean processing* iThe fines 
are somewhat harder to filter than soybean fines* 
jEhctract ion of oatmeal oil 
a* The amount of oil in oatmeal can be reduced to 
considerably less than 1 per cent using the soybean 
pilot plant. V 
b* The elimination of the very hard to filter fines 
from oatmeal or a method of removing them from the mis-
cella is essential to the success of a process of ex­
tracting them* 
•Sgtraction of corn oil 
a. Corn germs can be extracted to less than 3 
per cent oil using the pilot plant described and an ex- . 
traction time of 30. minutes* V/ith the alteration of the 
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eztraotion section of the plant to give a longer extraction 
time oorn oil oan be profitably extracted with trichloro-
ethylene* 
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SUIMAKT 
!Dhere has long been a need for an efficient amall-
Boale plant for the extraction of soybean and similar 
oils. For a namber of years research toward the develop­
ment of sach a plant has been andertaken at Iowa State 
College. 
After considerable preliminary v/orjc a pilot plant 
was erected asing a Redler chain to convey the soybean 
flakes through a non-inflammable solvent, trichloro-
ethylene. All the unit operations involved were stadied 
oarefally and the system made as simple and fool-proof 
as possible. With slight modifications the plant was foand 
to be capable of extracting the oil from several types 
of oleagineoQs materials osing trichloroethylene or 
similar solvents. 
A commercial plant was erected at Plainfield, Iowa, 
in connection with a small elevator and feed mixing 
company. Experimentation was continaed at this plant. 
The plant has been operating continaoosly for over a year 
and has a capacity of over 15 tons of soybeans a day. 
High q.Dality oil and meal are obtained at very reasonable 
operating costs. It is expected that many similar plants 
will be oonstracted in the near future. 
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ilSmiURE OlliiiJ 
Alderka, 0. H. !i?h0 future of soybean oil. Ghem* 
ishg. Kaws 23:1168-1170. 1946. 
Produotion and disappearance of si:s fats and 
oils since 1917. Composition of oils. Com­
petitive outlook for soybean oil in the near 
fatore. 
Amerioan Soybean Association, iiioybean blue book. 
Hudson, Iowa. 1947. 
Compilation of information on soybeans, 
soybean products, and soybean processors* 
T. J3. Anderson Co. Anderson solvent extraction 
equipment. Cleveland, Ohio. 
Advertising bulletins giving flow sheet of 
prooesa. 
Armstrong, B. 'JD. and Kammermeyer, Counter-
current leaohing. Graphical determination of re­
quired number of units. Ind. J^g. Chem. 34:1228-
1231. 1942. 
Arnold, L. X[. Iiistraction of soybean oil with 
varioas solvents. Proc. Iowa Academy of Soienoe 
51:309-311. 1944. 
x'he average percent oil extracted by the 
various solvents was hexane, 18.3; carbon 
tetrachloride, 18.4: ethylene dichloride, 
18.8; methylene chloride, 19.1; chloroform, 
19.5: and trichloroethylene, 19.6. 
Arnold, L. £. and Eollowell, E, G. The determination 
of small amounts of chlorinated hydrocarbons. 
Proc. Iowa Academy of Science. 1947. Sot yet 
appeared in print. 
Adaptation of the fujlwara pyridine test to 
the determination of trichloroethylene in 
soybean oil, soybean meal, and water. 
Badger, L. and McCabe, V/. L. iHements of Chemical 
Sngineering, 2d ed. p. 422-436. McGraw-Hill 3ook 
Co., H. Y. 1936. 
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8. Bailey, A. E, Flavor reversion In edible fats* 
Oil and Soap. 23:55-58^ 1946. 
Flavor reversion may be doe to tiie formation 
of iaolinoleio aoid and may be prevented 
if proper oonditions of hydrogenation are 
found. 
9. . IndDstrial oil and fat prodaots. 
Interaoienoe Pablishers, Kew York. 1945. 
A very comprehensive tezt on oil and fat 
technology. 
10. Baker S.: Chilton, T. E.; and Vernon, H. G. Xhe 
course of liq^oor flow in packed towers. Trans. 
Am. Inst. Oheoi. ihgrs. 31:296-313• 1925. 
With sufficiently large towers (ratio of 
packing to diameter 1:8) the tendency for 
the liquor flow to concentrate near the walla 
is absent. The flow from a single stream 
does not become uniform until four or five 
tower diametears have been traversed. 
11. Beckel, A. C. A bibliography on the solvent ex­
traction of vegetable oils from raw materials with 
special attention to soybeans. Oil and Soap. 
21:264-270. 1944. 
Over two hundred references to solvent ex­
traction literature are given. 
12. Belter, P. A.; Beckel, A. G.; and Smith, A. £. 
Soybean protein production. Ind. -Hhg. Chem. 36: 
799-002. 1944. 
A higher yield of protein is obtained from 
ethyl alcohol extracted flakes than from 
petroleum ether extracted flakes. Ebhyl 
alcohol protein is superior, especially in 
color, and can be manufactured with greater 
ease and speed. 
12. Bilbe, G. Gontinuous solvent extraction of 
vegetable oils. Mech. iikig. 63:357-360. 1941. 
A discussion of the Allis-Ghalmers process. 
Performance characteristics and processing 
costs for a 120 ton a day extraction plant 
are listed. 
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14. ,• V/hat soybean prooesslzig ooBtB. 
Chem* Met* il^g. 48, Ho. 4:86« 1941* 
Comparative costs o£ solvent extraction and 
meohanical expression* 
15* Boarts, H. M; Badger, W* L«: and Meisenbarg, S* 
Temperatore drops and lig.uid film heat transfer 
ooeffioients in vertical tubes. O^rans* iim. Inst* 
Chem. ihgrs. 33:363-389. 1937. 
Where there is fyo marked boiling the X)ittas 
Boelter relation adeg.aately correlates the 
data. Egaation developed for determining 
the average temperatare increase of the lig.aid 
in the evaporator tabes in forced circalation* 
16. Bohm, E. Ji(Straction apparatus. U. S, fat. £,370,614. 
Mar. 6, 1946. 
[Uhe Bohm horizontal rota table cylindrical 
vessel is. improved by an oscillatory miovement 
about the longitudinal axis. 
17. Bonotto, M. Apparatus for treatment of soya beans 
and other material. U. Fat. 2,086,181. July 6, 
1937. 
•Sk tract ion system composed of several vertical 
closed extraction chambers connected by in­
clined screw conveyors. 
18. S'iltef for filtering liq.uldSf U. 
Pat. 2,168,673. Jan. 30, 1940. . . , 
Continuous filter in which a ciroulative 
material such as the material extracted or to 
be extracted is employed as a filtering medium. 
19. Method and apparatus for continuous 
counterourrent extraction of solid mterials. 
U. S. Pat. 2,206,595. July 2, 1940. 
Modification of the column-type gravity ex­
tractor in which the material is compressed 
and carried out by a screw and falls into a 
Hedler conveyor, which raises it above the 
solvent level. 
20. . .I. ,1 . , Process and apparatus for extraction 
of oils, fats, and other soluble constituents from 
materials containing the same. U. S. Pat. 2,156,236. 
April 26, 1939. 
Jlxtraction system similar to the commonly used 
Bonotto or Aliis-Chalmers extractor* 
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21* •' Proceaa and apparatus for filtering 
mlsoella and lUce mix(;urea through a filtering 
medium of oil-bearing material* U. S, Pa.t« 
2,370,138. Jan. 27, 1946. 
Conveyor seotlon filled with flakes, which 
provide a filtering medium. 
22. —. Process for separating solvent* from 
oil in mlsoella and like miistures. U. S. Pat. 
2,163,303. June 20, 1939. 
Immersed within the mlsoella Is a bank of 
tubes, surrounded by a steam ohamber. Jets 
of steam with entrained mlsoella are blown 
through the tubes. 
23.. Process for extracting oils and 
fats from materials containing the same. U. S. 
Pat. 2,112,805. March 29, 1938. 
Vertical gravity solvent extractor. Liguld 
olroulated in extraction zones by heat. 
24. Safety in solvent extraotlon. Oil 
and Soap 14:30-33. 1937. 
A short history of extraction prooesses. 
Safety precautions in solvent plants are given* 
25. Bouoher, D. JB".; Brier, J* C.; and Osburn, J. 0. 
iistraotlon of oil from a porous solid. Trans. 
Im. Inst. Chetn. :E^grs. 38:967-993. 1942. 
, Counterourrent extractions of porous plates 
saturated with soybean oil, using perchloro-
ethylene and oarbon tetrachloride-ethylene 
diohloride mixtures as solvents. 
26.. B(^:nlter, G* S. Modern oil extraotlon plants> Can. 
Chem. and Prooesa Ind. 29:306-311. 1945. • 
Descriptions of expeller and buoket conveyor 
type extraction plants. 
27. Boyer, R., A. Soybean protein fibers. Ind. £iig. 
Chem. 32:1549-1651. 1940. 
Description of .pilot plant process for maklxig 
soybean protein fibers. Properties of the 
fibers. 
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28. Brooks, 0. H. and Badger, VV. L. Heat transfer 
opefficients in the boiling section of a long-
tnbe natural circalatlon evaporator. Trana. Am. 
Inst. Chem. iihgrs.. 33;392-413. 1937. 
Method developed for determining the length 
of the boiling section, i'hree types of 
boiling action ware found—froth, slug, and 
film. 
29. Burleson, W. L. The soybean, a plant immigrant 
makes good* Ind. iiing. Chem. 28:772-777. 1936. 
J3ates of the first written record of the soy­
bean and of its introduction into the United 
States. Composition of seed, oil, and oil 
meal. Tables showing bean production and 
utilization. 
30. Caskey, C. iJ. and Knapp, F. C. Method for de­
tecting inadequately heated soybean oil meal. Ind. 
£hg. Chem., Anal. iSd. 16:640-641. 1944. 
A urease test, based upon the assumption that 
adequate heat treatment inaotivates the enzymes, 
is presented. 
31. Chemical £hgineering -Hiducation Projects Committee. 
Chemical engineering problems 1946. p. ilO. 
American Institute of Chemical JEhgineers. ITew 
York, N. Y. 
32. Collins, F. I. and Krober, 0. A. Some factors which 
affect the determination of oil in soybeans. Oil 
and Soap 22:307-310. 194fi. 
Effect of fineness of initial grinding, 
moisture content of meal, and different 
techniques at regrind times. 
33. Columbic, Martin, C. J., and i)aubert, B. j?« 
Flavor reversion of soybean oil. 1. Preliminary 
spectral absorption and isolation studies. Oil 
and. Soap 23:187-191. 1946. 
. The amount of substance causing the reverted 
flavor in soybeans is small, but the amount 
of its precursor must, be large. 
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34. « « * flavor reversion 
of aoybean oiln II. The effect of atmospheres of 
different oxygen oonoentrations on the flavor 
reversion of soybean oil. Oil and Soap 23;360-361. 
1946. 
Oxidation, while affeoting the flavor of 
soybean oil, is not the major oaase of re­
version. 
35. . and * jplayor reversion 
of soybean oil. III.'She preparation and flavor 
oharacteristios of a simalated oil* Oil and Soap 
23:380-381.1946. 
She oanse of flavor reversion in soybean oil 
does not lie wholly in the glyceride portion 
of the oil.. 
36. JDavis, and i3artlett, Ii. H. £<xtraoting oil. 
U. 3. Pat. 2,191,455. Js^eb. 27, 1940. 
, Solvent consisting of liquid propane or 
batane with a small amoant of ether. 
37* Dies, J. Soybeans, gold from the soil. 'J)he 
Maomillan Co., ffew York. 1942. 
A historical record of the soybean indastr;?* 
Contains a table showing the origin and 
varietal characteristics.of soybeans. 
38. Dinley,wC. £*. Apparatus for treatment with solvents. 
U. S. Pat. 1,987,586. Jan. 8, 1935. 
Chamber open at upper portion and containing 
vapor of volatile solvent heavier than air. 
Chain conveyor passing throughopening carries 
series of wort; carriers. 
39. _Attrition mill for flab: ing soybeans 
and the,like. tJ. S. Pat. 2,340,456. leb. 1, 1944. 
A packing device for forcing material through 
flaking rolls Is described. 
0. Still. U. S. Pat. 2,343,646. Mar. 7, 1944-
A sieve-plate column surmounted by a flash 
chamber Is described. 
41. Blnley, 0. J*, and McCracken, W. L. Iktractlon method. 
U. S. Pat. 2,377,135. May 29, 1945. 
'J7he Setrex process Is described. 
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42 • ' ' . iiktraotion apparataa* 
U. S, Pat. 2.377,136* May 29* 1946. 
The iOetrex apparatus la described. 
43. -Eddy, 0. F, iiktraction. U. S. Pat. 1^721,866. 
July 23, 1929. 
Solvent flows upward through a zone where 
the material istagitated and then through a. 
guiet zone. 'l!he material in the latter 
zone aota as a filter for the solvent. 
44.: Elgin^ J. 0. liraphioal oaloulation of leaching 
operations. I'rans. Am Inst. Ohem. Engrs. 32; 
451-471. 1936. 
45^ fauth^ P. L. Method for extraution of oil seeds. 
• U. S. Pat. 2,253,696. Aug. 26, 1941. 
Material ia pressed on its way to the location 
where it Is-to be comminuted into a coherent 
strand-like mass for extraction. 
46. freeman, S. A. Process of extracting and refining 
glyoerides and products resulting therefrom. 
U. S. Pat. 2,200,390 and 2,200,391. May 14, 1940. 
Oils extracted from the material containing 
them with furan compounds at temperatures not 
below 104*^ J'. Cooled to separate liquid 
phases. 
47. (xerhardt, F. Oommercial possibilities of, the common 
milkweed. Ind. H^g. Chem. 22:160-163. 1930. 
Production and composition of milkweed and 
milkweed products. 
48. (Jilahrist, A. E. and Jay, R. A, She recovery of 
trichloroethylene from soybean oil lixivium. 
Unpublished B. S« Thesis, Iowa State College 
Library, Ames, Iowa. 1939. 
Stripping apparatus using filtros plate. 
49. Grilohrist, W. G. Colorimetric determination of 
trichloroethylene in soybean oil. Unpubli^ed 
B. S. Thesis, Iowa State College Library, Ames, Iowa. 
1941. 
• Methods of analysis are discussed, and the 
i'ujiv/ara test is adapted for use in detecting 
trichloroethylene in soybean oil. 
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l 
BO, (^oaa, W. H. German soybean Industry. Soybean 
Digest 6, Ho. 11:24-26. 1946. 
German soybean indastry in V/orld War II. 
Methods of proceasing, refining, and preventing 
reversion are given. . . 
51. ————* Modern practioe in solvent extraction. 
Ghem. Met. ihg. 48, Ho. 4:80-84. 1941. 
Descriptions of Eildebrandt, Bollmanj Allis-
Chalmera^ and Kennedy extraotora. Iiooationa 
of some installations are given. 
52. " Solvent extraction of oilseeds. Oil 
and Soap 23:348-254. 1946. 
ifigares shov/ing .batch extractor, Hildabrandt, 
- Bollman or Eansa-Mahlo, Bonotto, 2yoa, 
Kennedy, ifaath, system, Miag system, and 
Detrex extractor are shown. 
53. Havlik, C. M. Application of the climbing-film 
principle to the separation of trichloroethylene 
from soybean oil. Unpablished B. S. Theais on 
file Ghem. iixg. office, Iowa State College, Amea, 
Iowa. 1945. . 
Data and operating characteristics are given 
for two different laboratory soale cl,iiabiiig 
film evaporators and design data are given 
for a third. 
54. Hayward, J. W. The nutritive value of soybean oil 
meal prepared by the different methods of extraction. 
Oil and Soap 14:217-321., 1937. 
Protein efficiency was 92 percent for solvent 
extracted meal heated at 98° 0. for 15 minutes, 
88 percent for hydraulic meal heated at 105-
121° 0. for 90 minutes, and 84 percent for 
expeller meal heated at 140-150° C. for 
• 2-1/2 minutes.. 
55. Hayward, J. Y/.; Steenbock, H.; and Bohsted, G. 
infect of heat-as used in the extraction of soybean 
oil upon the nutritive value of the protein of the 
soybean oil meal. J. Nutrition 11:219-234. 1936. 
In direct contrast to the expeller and hydraalio 
meals, the solvent (hexanej meal,* wbich con­
tained an efficient protein, was light in color. 
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56. Beitjnan, H. Apparatus for the oontlnaoas extraction 
of material. U. S. Pat. 2,042,409. June 9, 1936. 
Upright cylinder divided into two oonoentrio 
chambers. Kiaterial is carried downward in 
one and upward in the other countercurrently 
to the solvent. 
57. Hilbert, G. E. Soybean research at the Northern 
Regional iiesearoh Laboratory 1936-1946. Soybean 
digest 6, No. ll;33-34. 1946. 
Hepprt of progress made in five divisions of 
soybean research. 
58. Hixon, A. W. and Bocicelmann, 3. si, LiQ.uid-lig.uid 
extraction employing solvents in the region of 
their critical temperatures^ Trans. Am. Inst. 
Chem. ^ grs. 36:891-930. 1942. 
A thorough investigation of the solvent 
properties of liquid propane for vegetable 
oils. 
59. Bollowell, E. a. Investigation of problems in oil 
meal plants. Unpublished 11. S. Thesis, Iowa State 
College Library-, Ames, Iowa, 1943. 
A description of a stripping apparatus using 
filtros plate is given. Tables showing the 
oil content of frost dacoaged soybeans are 
presented. 
60. Johnstone, H. Spoor, I. H.; and Gross, W. H. 
Properties of- soybean oil-solvent mixtures. Ind. 
aig. Oh em. 32:822-835. 1946. 
^Densities, viscosities, and refractive indices 
of mixtures of soybean oil and hexane, ethylene 
dichloride, and trichloroethylene are reported. 
61. Joyce, E. The method of soybean oil extraction as 
developed by the Mison Institute of Technology. 
Oil and Soap 12:68-70. 1935. 
A description of the ii'ord extraction system. 
62.' King; C. 0.; ICatz, D. L.; and Brier', J. C. The 
solvent extraction of soybean flakes. Trans. Am. 
Inat. Chem. iingr's. 40:533-556. 1944. 
i&traction of flakes of various sizes and 
thicknesses with solvent mixtures containing 
0, 5, 10, and i5 percent raw soybean oil in 
trichloroethylene. iiktraotion of oil-saturatei 
porous plates. 
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63* Klroher, K* Development o£ a plant for oontlnaoaa 
coanteroorrent extraction of soyboana with tri-
ohloroethylene# Unpablished Ph. 3>. Thesis. Iowa 
State College Library, Ames, Iowa. 1940. 
Details of drawings and operating data for a 
pilot plant are reported. Design data and 
recommendations are given. 
64. Krober, 0. A. and Collins, 1. I. ^feot of humidity 
on the determination of oil in soybeans. Oil and 
Soap SI:1-5. 1944. 
Percentage of oil obtained is highly dependent 
upon the atmospheric conditions. 
66. iCruse, 17. f. Some faoiiors influencing soybean oil 
quality and yield as produced by the solvent 
extraction method. Unpublished thesis in partial 
fulfilment of the requirements of the degree of 
Chemical iikigineer. Iowa State College Library» 
Ames, Iowa. 1939. 
Moisture in the soybeans increases the yield 
of oil by the extraction with benzine. 
Lipoids extracted also increase as the 
moisture content of the beans is increased.. 
66. Lange, F. A, Handbook of chemistry. 6d ed. p. 722• 
Handbook Publishers, Inc., Sandusky, Ohio. 1946. 
67. Levins, A. E.; Sweeney, 0. K.; Kircher, C. IS.;, 
and McCracken, W. L. Solvent recovery apparatus. 
D. S. Pat. 2,334,015. Kov. 9, 1943. 
Drier with open-flight screw conveyor and long 
pitch screw in addition. Steamer section 
connected to drier. 
n 
68. McCracken, W. L. Operating conditions for optimum 
behavior of a continuous countercurrent, counter-
gravity extraction plant. Unpublished Ph. D. IDhesia, 
lovfa State College Library, Ames, Iowa. 1943. 
Operating behavior of an e^itraction pilot 
plant is reported and analyzed. 
69. McDonald, D. Heraoval and recovery of solvent. 
U. S. Pat. £,198,412. April 23, 1940. 
Vaporized liquid is passed.through the 
material as It goes from one space to another 
of lower pressure. 
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70* ~Mi' '. • Solvent extraction of oil from oleaginous 
material. D. Pat. 2.198,413/April 23, 1940. 
Water id added .to a mixtnre of miaoella and 
finely divided soybean meal. The meal ab­
sorbs water and separates from the miscella 
by gravity. 
71. MoKinney, L. L.; i>eanin, li:.: Babcook, G.; and 
Smith, A. K. Soybean-modified phenolic plastics. 
Ind. iJkig. Oh em. 36:905-908. 1943. 
Wet and dry mix methods for incorporating 
soybean meal' into phenolic rosing are discasaed. 
Properties of various types and methods of 
production of soybean-phenolic plastics ore 
described. 
72. lilar^ley, iC. S. and t*oss, W. H. Soybean chemistry 
and technology, pp. 137-203, Chemical Publishing 
Co., Brooklyn, New York. 1944. 
A thorough review of the chemistry of soy­
beans. Processing methods are described. 
73. Measamer, S. G, J&traction of oil from soybeans 
using a mixtnre of trichloroethylene and ethyl 
alcohol as a solvent. Unpublished Ph. i). Thesis. 
Iowa State College Library, Ames, Iowa. 1943. , 
Large amount of fundamental data on soybean 
oil-solvent systems. i)esign and operating 
data on a pilot plant. 
74. i'..' . iastractiori of oil from soybeans using 
a mixture of triohloroethylene and ethyl alcohol 
as a solvent. Iowa State College J. Sci. 17: 
100-102. 1942. 
Abstract of reference 73. 
75. Miller, J. I. and Morrison, S'. B. jBffect of heat 
treatment and oil extraction on the utilization 
and digestibility of soybean proteins by lambs. 
J. Agr. Research 68:35-48. 1944. 
Contrary to results obtained with non-ruminants, 
the data obtained on lambs showed that addi­
tional heat treatment of solvent extracted 
meal (unheated) resulted in no appreciable 
improvement. 
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76* Milner, H. S. et al. Heport of the soybean analysis 
Qommittae 1939-40. Oil and Soap 17:126. 1940. 
More oil is extraoted when the meal is first 
moistened then dried than when merely dried. 
77. Myerweissflog, W. JB. Ihe solvent extraction of 
soybeans. Oil and Soap 14:10-14. 1937. 
Comparison of extraction and expeller systems. 
78. Nakamura, M. iiixtraotion of oils. Jap. Pat. 109»730. 
.^'eb* 23, 1936. Original not seen. Abstracted in 
C. A. 29:4962. 1935. 
A mixture of methyl alcohol and a chlorinated 
hydrocarbon, sach as trichloroethylene, is 
ased to extract oil from soybeans. 
79. JSxtraction of oils. Jap. Pat. 109,731. 
Feb. 23, 1935. Original not seen. Abstracted in 
0. A. 29:4962. 1925. 
A mixture of carbon disulfide and ethyl 
alcohol is ased to extract oils, 'fhe mixture 
on cooling separates into two layers. The 
lower layer (carbon disulfide) contains the 
oil. 
80. national Soybean Processors Association. Handbook 
of analytical methods for soybeans and soybean 
products. Chicago, 111. 1947. 
81. Neish, A. C. and Burns, J. W. Utilization of the 
common milkweed. Can. Chem. Met. 5:316-319. 1921. 
Properties of milkweed products. Physical 
properties of a poisonous glucoside (a saponin) 
found in the seed cake are given. 
82. Hield, J. Apparatus for extracting oil, fats, 
waxes, and for conditioning maize and other 
grains. U. S. Pat. 1,500,957. July 8, 1924. 
Inclined extraction cylinder. IJlaterial added 
at bottom and conveyed upward by a screw 
countereurrently to the solvent. Rotary 
heated solvent recovery cylinder. 
83. Norman, A. G. Soybeans and the fertility level. 
Soybean i^igest 6, Ko. 11:35-37. 1946. 
Certain agronomic aspects of raising soybeans 
are discussed. 
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64. Oaburn, J. 0. and Katz, J)» L. Straotare as a 
variable la the applloatlon of dlffuaioxi theory to 
extraction. Srana. Am* Inst. Chem. ^grs. 40: 
511-532. 1944. 
85. Park, C. M. ii'ire hazards in soybean prooessing. 
Soybean i^lgest 7, No. 1:10>12* 1947. 
Freoaotiona that should be taken In ezpeller 
and solvent extraction plants beoaase of fire 
hazards are dlecassed. 
86. Fattee, iii. C. Solvent extracting apparatus. U. S. 
Pat. 2,345,626. April 4, 1944. 
iOMless conveyor in U-shaped housing. Press 
at upper end of housing and press hopper 
above pii'.ess. . ;&preased solvent goes back 
into system. 
67. Pavlik, C. J. Heinforoed spiral weave metallic 
cloth as packing in a stripping oolumn. Un­
published B. S. Thesis on file Ohem. Ji^g. office, 
Iowa State Go]:lege, Ames, Iowa, 1945. 
Gonatrnction data for a stripping column 
packed with spiral weave metallic cloth are 
given. 
86. Perry, J. H. Chemical engineers* handbook, 2d ed., 
p. 1337-1478. Mcaraw-Elll Book Co., N. Y. 1941. 
69. Hapopart, A. The use of diohlorethane in ez;t;raction 
processes. I. Sbornik Dikhloretan:52-91. 1939. 
Original not seen. Abstracted in C. A. 36:4225. 
1942. 
J)iahloroethane can be substituted for gasoline 
in the extraction of oils. Corrosion of 
apparatus is very slight. 
90. Havenscroft, S, ii. Jioctractlon of solids with 
liquids. Ind. iiing. Chem. 28:851-855. 1936. 
Graphical solution (using rectangular coordinates) 
of problems involving the countereurrent ex­
traction of solids with liquids. 
91. Hefining vegetable oils by petroleum methods. 
Chem. iiiig. 53, No. 11:168-171. 1946. 
Brief report on the Kiellog process. 
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92. Kichart, T, Oils, their produotion and con-
eamption* Oil and Soap 12:148-1&2* 1937* 
,A aamaary of the world's prodaotion of oils 
and oil bearing prodacts. i)escription and 
data on the solvent extraction process used 
by the Hansa Mills of Harabarg, Grerraany. 
93> Bosenthal H* and Trevithick, H* F* libctraction of 
cottonseed oil with lig^uid carbon dioxide* Oil 
and Soap 17:264* 1940* 
Foand that liquid CO^ has no solvent power 
for cottonseed oil as claimed by Grerman 
patent 163,067* 
94* I . • .III I.,* Low boiling hydrocarbons 
as oil extraction media* Oil and Soap 11:133-134* 
1934* 
Iilg.Qid propane,ander pressare ased as a solvent* 
95* Huth, jB* ii'* Semi-graphical methods of solving 
leaching and extraction problems* Unpablished 
paper read at St* XiOQis regional meeting, American 
Institute of Ohemical lihgineers. May 14, 1947* 
Copies in files of xir. -B* ji'» Huth, Chem* Ihg* . 
Dept*, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa* 
A method combining the advantages of graphical 
methods and the direct solution by means of 
formulae is presented. 
96* Sievera, A. V. and Mclntyre, J. D* I'he relative 
effectiveness of several organic solvents for the 
extraction of vegetable oils* Cotton Oil.Press 4, 
No. 10:44-45* 1921* 
Comparison of soybean oil extracted with 
carbon tetrachloride and trichloroethylene 
with oil extracted with light gasoline* 
97^ Simon, L* J. and Simon, A* Method of and apparatus 
for extraction of oils, fats, waxes, greases, and 
the like from material containing the same. U. S. 
Pat. 1,776,742. Sept. 23, 1930. 
Basket insertable in closed vessel for re­
ceiving charges of material to be treated* 
Basket rotated in vessel and solvent or steam 
introduced* 
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98. Singer, F. A, and Peobald, H. J* Contlnaoaa solvent 
extraction of oil from seeds* U* fat* 2,377,976* 
June 12, 1946* 
99* and * Method of solvent extraction 
of oil from seeds* U* S. Pat* 2,377,975* June 12, 
1945* 
Use of 76 per cent ethanol and 26 per cent 
isopropanol (by vol*) for extraction* 
100* ———— and * Solvent extraction of vege­
table oil. U* S. Pat* 2,377,975 and 2,377,976* 
June 12, 1945 < • 
Oil Is extracted with a mixture of 70-80 
per cent ethyl alcohol and 30-20 per cent 
isopropyl alcohol. 
101. S^ow, M. L* Spiral weave metallic cloth as a 
packing agent in rectification* Unpublished B. S. 
'JDhesis, on file Ghem* -%g* office, Iowa State 
College, Ames, Iowa. 1938* 
I'he performance of spiral weave metallic 
cloth compares favora.bly with that of other 
packing* 
102* Smith, A.. Proteins-^as industrial raw materials* 
Ghem* iilnd* 58:974-977* 1946* 
Uses of animal and vegetable proteins are 
given* 
103* Stockman, S. rQases of poisoning of cattle by 
feeding a meal from soya bean after .extraction of 
the oil* J. Gomp. Path* and Xherapy 29:95-107* 
1916* 
Gases of cattle poisoning are reported but the 
causes are not conclusively shown* 
104* Stroebe, Ga W.; Baker, JS. U*; and Badger, W* L* 
Boiling film heat transfer coefficients in a long 
tube vertical evaporator* Trans* Am. Inst. Ghem* 
JSngrs* 35:17-43* 1939* 
jj'ilm coefficients are obtained for water, 
sugar and "J}uponal'* solutions boiling in a 
long tube vertical-evaporator under a wide 
range of conditions* i}ata are analyzed and 
correlated. 
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105. Sweeney, 0* U» and Arnold, L. IL* Plastlos from 
agrioQltural materials. Iowa iiing* iihcp* Sta. Bui. 
154. 1942. 
Preparation and properties of soybean meal-
furfural and soybean meal-furfural-urea 
plastios. Flastios from corn cobs. 
106. . and . Processing the soybean. 
Iowa Ikig. iibct. Ser. Bui. 102 (Hevised). 1925. 
Methods of processing soybeans are discussed. 
Cost data on several different methods are 
given. 
107. Taylor, B. Ii. How soybeans help build JTords. 
Chem. Met. Jiiig. 43:172-176. 1936. 
Description of the iTord extraction system. 
Conversion of the meal into plastios. 
108. Tray, S. E. and Bilbe, C. W. Solvent extraction 
of vegetable oils* Chem. iilag. 54, No. 5:139-141. 
1947. 
G-eneral information on A11 is-Chalmers type 
of installation, i^low sheet of cottonseed 
oil extraction process. 
109. Truaz, H. Soybean flaking machine. U. 3. Pat. 
2,306,655. j)eo. 29, 1942. 
Cracked beans are flaked between a roll and a 
sleeve surrounding the roll. 
110. Turrentine, J. W. Countercurrent lixiviator. 
U. S. Pat. 1,4^^2,656. May 6, 1924. 
Series of countercurrent units. Each unit 
composed of an extraction chamber and a 
filter, the former placed above the latter. 
111. U. S. Bureau of Agricultural Chemistry and ingineering. 
Corn, its products and uses. Oct. 1941. 
i^ata compiled by Northern Regional Kesearch 
Laboratory, Peoria, Illinois. 
112. Vilbrandt, F. 0.; Shuffle, E.; and iiow, S. B. 
Metal knit cloth tower packing and its use in 
plate columns. Trans. Am. Inat. Chem. iiingrs. 
34:51-69. 1938. 
Comparison of metal knit cloth packing with 
a bubble-cap column and with a combination 
of the cloth and a bubble-cap column. 
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112. Tollertson^ B. H« Jfeedlng experiments with tri-
ohloroethylene extracted soya bean meal* Cornell 
University* Beport from files of B* and 
Chemioal Oo., 1. du Pont de Nemoars* Feb* 17, 
1941. 
114* WalJcer, W. E*; Lewis. V/* K*: and MoAdams, W* E* 
Principles of ohemioal engineering, 2d ed*, p. 665. 
MoGraw-Bill Book Go., H. Y. 1927* 
115* Weeks, Mary J)iscovery of the elements* p* 62* 
Maok Printing Co*, iibston. Pa* 1923* 
116* Wiibasohewitsch, M. Apparatus for oontinQoas ex­
traction, particularly of oil* U* S* Pat. 
1,454,419. May 8, 1923* 
Series of long tubes for counteraurrent ex­
traction with machines for repeated meohanioal 
expression interposed'between the tubes* 
117* Zinkil, G, A*, and Allen, J. H* Solvent extraction 
of soybean oil using dichloropentanes* Unpublished 
B. S* ifhesis, on file Chem. Big. office, Iowa State 
College, Ames, Iowa* 1941. • 
j}lchloropentanes are semi-inflammable, good 
solvents, and cheap. They have a high and 
wide boiling range*-
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